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Coping with death
By Tom Mergola
Correspondent
Death, morbid a subject as it
may be, doesn’t have to be faced
alone.
That was one of the topics
discussed at a session entitled
“Dealing with the Loss of a
Loved One,” conducted by Dr.
Elizabeth Clark on Dec. 2.
Clark introduced Hospice
Inc., an organization that assists
with the care of persons in the
last phases of an term inal
illness.
After Clark discussed Hospi
ce’s functions, she elaborated on
the “Pornography of death,” or
the glorification of death with
out the aspect of grief, as on
TV.
Clark stated that people tend
to neglect the emphasis of the
repercussions and consequences
of grief.
According to Clark, “As a
society, it’s easier to simply
avoid the issue. As a result,
instead of understanding this
process, we tend to speed it up
and expect recovery and recup.

eration in a short time.”
She said, “ At most jobs,
employees are given three days
off for the death of an imme
diate family member. Is this
enough time? Is a student ex
pected to take an exam after the
trauma of a loved one’s death?
How does one establish when
enough time is received to
recover from such and ordeal?”
Clark went on to define the
three stages of grief. The first
is shock. Support is received
during this period from friends
and family members to help
ease the emotional strain.
The second is despair. “This
is the most crucial area of grief,”
she said, “it can last from a
couple of weeks to months.”
She said that this occurs when
support disappears, when it
should be more evident than
before. This period is laced with
anger, frustration' and depres
sion and visual and aural hal
lucinations may occur, stated
Clark. She said most people
recover from this stage after
about three months and recomcont. on pg. 3

Japanese Deputy Consul Itaru Umezu visited MSC recently. Umezu, who is also director
of Japan Information in New York addressed the Montclair Adult School as part of its course,
“Japan: Yesterday, today, and tomorrow.” He spoke of the differences and similarities of the
educational systems in the USA and Japan and noted that both are beginning to learn from
one another. Umezu also met with faculty members and spoke to students in a communications
class. From left to right are Dr. Gregory L. Waters, acting vice president for academic affairs,
Bernard Martin, president of Montclair Savings Bank and Umezu.

News Feature

One writer’s HRO experience
By Drita Ftera
Staff Writer

W a te rs a ctin g v ic e p re sid e n t
Acting President Richard A. Lynde has announced that Dr.
Gregory L. Waters has been named acting vice president for
academic affairs.
Waters has been associate vice president for academic affairs
since 1984, and will fill in the place vacated by Lynde.
Waters has been administratively responsible for research
and graduate programs, curriculum and faculty development,
summer sessions and continuing education, the honors program
and international studies.
He participated in MSC’s recent preparation for reaccred
itation by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools
and in the preparation and submission of the two Governor s
Challenge Grant proposals which were awarded $6.8 million.
Waters is the author of more than 50 papers, articles and
reviews on rhetorical theory and American literature and was
recently elected vice chairman of the New Jersey Committee
for the Humanities.
________

The Human Relations Or
ganization (HRO) sponsored
their fall semester retreat from
Nov. 13 to Nov. 15 at Camp
Clifton, located in Lake Hopatcong, NJ.
The HRO weekend is an
experience that cannot be put
into words easily. There’s lots
of talking, sharing, laughing,
and hugging.
Some people may think it’s
an opportunity to solve all their
personal problems. It isn’t. The
experience offers a chance for
people to get to know them
selves better and to learn why
events affect them in the way
that they do. Also, they witness,
and probably acquire, valuable
communications skills that they
may use in their relationships.
Others may think it’s a wee
kend away in the country. One
can talk about the cabins, the
food, the fireplace, or even the
mud. In the usual ‘vacation’
situations, such things are im
portant. This is not the case
here. Soon after arriving, the
surroundings didn’t seem to
matter that much.
The weekend is designed to
be a growing experience. This
means that the main objectives
of the experience involves learn
ing how to express one’s feelings
more effectively in order to have
healthier relationships.

The HRO weekend was once
nicknamed the “touchy-feely
w eekend.” This is another
misconception-that people are
forced to demonstrate their
affection by hugging one anoth
er. One of the objectives of the
weekend is to realize that you
are responsible for your own
feelings and actions. If you do
not feel close to somebody, you
cannot say that you were forced
to act in a certain way that
conflicted with your true feel
ings. You always have a choice.
In addition, HRO stresses that
you are responsible for feeling
close to or distant from one
another.
Knowing your responsibility
is something that can be applied
to life, making you a more in
control, confident person.
Learning this is one of the many
things that brings you closer to
a better sense of self-awareness.
Most of this learning goes on
in training groups (or Tgroups), although there are
several worthwhile activities
involving larger groups (or
community sessions). Approx
imately a dozen people are put
together and, in a relatively
short period of time, they
develop into a unit.
The T-group’s chief concern
is the relationships among its
members-not outside situations.
In fact, everything discussed
must be a “here and now”
situation and not a “there and
then.”

What that means is that one
should react to things that are
said and done within the group
and discuss primarily how they
feel at that particular moment.
This is called feedback.
Do not think this is negative.
It is not. There are great benefits
to both giving and receiving
feedback. When telling some
one your reaction to them or
a statement that they have
made, you are taking a risk. You
are expressing your opinion,
thereby exposing your feelings.
But risk-taking promotes selfconfidence, and the person who
is receiving the feedback
discovers what kind of impres
sion he or she is making on
others. If the feedback is pos
itive, it gives one reassurance
that one is liked by people. If
the feedback is negative, one
knows that the problem exists
and can work on changing one’s
behavior.
Greater self-disclosure, or
becoming more open about
oneself, is another helpful inter
personal skill used by HRO. By
being open, there is a risk that
the individual may get hurt.
However, the warmth that is
generated because people now
know you a little better is an
absolutely fantastic reward for
taking that risk. Also, by com
paring one’s self-perceptions
with the feedback received from
others, there is a increase in selfawareness. One becomes more
cont. on pg. 3
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Class One Concerts is a Class One organization o f the SGA.
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Campus Police R eport

.... .

Bomb threats plague campus again
By Jill Ficarra
Staff Writer
On Nov. 25, at^l2:19 p.m., a
professor in Partridge Hall
received a bomb threat. The
building was evacuated but a
search revealed no evidence of
a bomb.
At 5:20 p.m. on Nov. 25, a
bomb threat was received in
Richardson Hall. Again, the
search was inconclusive.
Between 6:00 and 7:00 p.m.,

on Nov. 29, a Clove Road
apartment was broken into. A
television and a VCR were
stolen.
There
was
no
sign
of
forced
entry. Campus police believe it
is possible that the burglar
entered through a door that had
a faulty lock.
In Blanton Hall, between
Nov. 22 and 24, a dorm room
was broken into and a gold
bracelet was stolen.

A computer and its accesso
ries were stolen from a Clove
Road apartment sometime be
tween 8:30 p.m. on Nov. 25 and
11:15 p.m. on Nov. 27. Two
stereo speakers were also taken,
making the total value of the
items stolen over $4000.
On Nov. 18, a fight broke out
between two room m ates in
Freeman Hall. The dispute was
settled by residence life.
A tape player was stolen from

SGA News

SGA Ad-hoc com m ittee for
the study of area libraries
By Mike Heelan
Staff Writer

The board of trustees will
have a final say on the matter.

At last night’s SGA meeting,
the legislature approved the
formation of an ad-hoc commit
tee concerning the extension of
library hours. The purpose of
this committee is to investigate
other libraries and their policies
and to relay them to the legis
lature.

The financial report was
given by SGA Treasurer Jeannie Lamboy. “The college fowarded a large portion of the
sum of money still owed from
the collection of SGA fees for
the fall semester. This money
recieved has increased our un
appropriated surplus to approx
imately $8,000, allowing more
money for Class II organiza
tio n s.” However, Lamboy
stressed that some money is still
owed by the college and that the
money is needed to help fund
future operations.
An appropriation of $1,000

“This committee will be a
valuable tool in acquiring the
support of the student body, as
well as the entire campus com
munity in the SGA’s attempt to
extend library hours,” said SGA
President Rob Accera.

was passed by the legislature to
the Ice Hockey Club. The
money will be used to help pay
for ice rink expenses. All stu
dents are welcome to attend the
games and may obtain sche
dules at the Student Center
information desk.
A Class II charter was grant
ed to the International Student
Organization for the 1987-89
academic years. The organiza
tion’s intent is to further develop
interaction between different
cultures at MSC.
A Class IV charter was grant
ed to Sigma Phi Rho for the
1987-89 academic years. The
fraternity is involved in many
social and educational activities.

a 1977 Chevrolet on Nov. 20.
The vehicle was parked in lot
25.
A 1981 Mercury parked in lot
28 had its rear window broken
on Nov. 21. The crime occured
between 12:00 and 4:30 a.m.
On Nov. 18,a 1987 Pontiac
parked in lot 13 was vandalized.
The car was found with dents
and scratches on its roof and
hood.
Black paint was sprayed on
the windshield and side window
of a 1987 Chevrolet on Nov. 22.
The car was parked in lot 13
between 4:15 and 8:45 p.m. A
note was left on the car, and
the incident is under investiga
tion.

"

'

Death .......
cont. from pg. 1
mended professional help for
those who didn’t.
The final stage is recovery,
where according to Clark “the
individual reaffirms their posi
lion in society. During this
stage, the healing process has i
ups and downs, and is not a
may occur and the mourning
may continue for quite some
time.”
The entire grief process,
Clark stated, lasts about two
years, although every instance
is not the same. Clark concluded
that the best way to deal with
grief is to talk about it as often
as one feels the need to.
For more information about
Hospice Services, call Hospices,
Inc., at 783-7879.

HRO experience
cont. from pg. 1
in touch with one’s strengths
and weaknesses and learns how
to overcome them. The newlydeveloped self-awareness gives
that person a refreshing sense
of self-worth.
By no means does all of this
happen over one weekend.
However, participants get a
feeling that it can happen in
their lives. That’s why the HRO
experience is definitely a worth
while one.
Personally, 1 enjoyed the
experience. I was a little worried
about it because I wasn’t sure
what to expect. I was afraid of

getting hurt and of people not
liking me. By the end of the
weekend, I was left with a warm,
positive feeling about the things
that went on. I felt more in
touch with my own feelings. I
learned more about peoples’s
perceptions of me and of others.
I also met a lot of great people
and made some new friends.
HRO will be sponsoring an
Interactive Art W orkshop,
where one’s feelings can be
channeled through drawing.
This workshop will take place
on Dec. 7 at 8 pm in room 411
in the Student Center.

Call or drop-in 2 4 hours
a day, 7 days a week.
(Located between the Stu
dent Center and Richard
son Hall)

803-52.7/
-Something you'd like to
talk about? W e're here to
listen.___________________
-Interested in going to a
movie? We have off cam
pus recreational informa
tion.

-Want to take a trip to New
York City? We have transit
information.
-Looking for information
on AIDS? We have health
information.
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G ift D rive

F ifth Annual
For Christinas
D ecem ber 1-21

A chance to make
the holidays brighter
for some children
T his 5th

annual

Get information and directions:
The Newman Center (Mary Ann) 7240
APO Office, Student Center #4065431
Chapin Hall, #217 (Mary) 5187
College Hall, #112 (G em ) 5181

"Shining Star" Gift Drive is sponsored by Newman-Catholic Campus Ministry, a
Class III Organization of the SGA, Inc.
ftiwo^rtfm w yytaaooo &sa o o o oaoooooiM

+** F A M IL Y F E U D
co

Starring Your Favorite Host

L a rry L e o n a rd u s

Tuesday , December 8,1987
12:00 pm in the Rat
or
Get a team
of 5 together and joi
A pplications Available in the CLUB office
Hm 112 D
Tickets on Sate Now!!
A t the Old Pilgrim Bank CNext to GEORGE Machine)
CLUB is a Class I org. of the SGA
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Medicat Secretary IT
P/T or F/T

$7.
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1.

Hrstart

Must 6e quick (earner
No experience necessary-willing to tcocft
*Forms

*FiGng *Pfume work
*No typing
Calb Dr. Ste^man-Engtewood NJ
569-2988

Montclarioi
photography edi
tor Wally Acuna’
wanderings le<
him to an exhibi
it the art gallery a
Life Hall. The sc
cond picture is
contest for MSI
students.
Students wh
guess the righ
answer will get a
special gift from
Acuna.

WHAT'S MISSING FROM THIS
PICTURE?
OPEN
POORS?

V O T E YES TO EXTEND
L IB R A R Y H O U R S
Proposed changes:
VOTING
Suvt-Thurs ftl 12 m idn ight
Dates: Dec. 5-12
Fci b Sat: til 6 pm
Tim es: lO am - 7:30 pm
Location: Blanton, Freeman]
College b Student Center Lofrfrr
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FIRST OFFICIAL MEETING FOR

BE

A PAR T O F THE FUN!!!

ALL WELCOME

T u esday
D ecem b er 8, 1987
1:00 pm
Student Center

Rm . 422
LOVIN' EVERY MINUTE OF IT
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The Holiday Season is a time tot g iv in g to others
• • •

B ut we say its time to give a little to YOURSELF

V O T E YES
To the SGA FEE INCREASE
a n d Make Your
W ork For
You!!!
V o tin g
D ates: Dec 5-12
T im es: lO a m - 7:30 p m
L ocation :
B la n to n ,F reem a n
C ollege a n d Student C enter
Lobby

iii¡nmaiiñiaiw[iniaiñiiñiEiwmEiEiisiiRiisiiFiwCTi¡nm w m iñ iiñ iiñ im m iñ im c n ^ w im w m ^ m w m ^ ^ e 5 ig M 5 M 5 l5 M M 5 M 5 1 5 M 2 l5 M 5 M M !ñ i

i n n n

It's coming soon...

TKE
Fraternity

D on’t Get Lost
in the
Legal Shuffle
You won t get shuffled from one attorney to
another because I personally handle your case
from start to finish.

brings A R T back for

CHRISTMAS

When: Dec. 14-16
Where: Student Center
Ballroom "B" (Dec. 14-15)
Student Center Room 126
Near Montclarion Office
16)
TKE is a class IV of the SGA

If you or a loved one has suffered an injury.
you may fane a right to receive cashpayment.
From auto accidents to medical malprac
tice. you cap depend upon ten years' expe
rience to help protect your legal rights and
collect cash payment for your loss
And <ton t worry There's no fe e until tee win
your case. Call today for a free consultation.

FRED RABINOW ITZ
attorney at la w

12-t Oregon Avenue • Suite 202 • Passaic. New Jersey
Parking in rear
Se
Había
Español

471-2288
Accident & In ju ry Claims

No Fee
if No
Recovery

"10 Minutes From Montclair S ta te College"

fr
li ni» iiiiiiiiim in iiiiTn i i T i n i i i i ii iT O T ii iT T i n i i liirin m
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STUDENT
T he following is the text of the C onstitution o f the S tudent G overnm ent
A ssociation of M ontclair State College, Inc. and the am endm ents being
proposed. P u rsu an t to Article V II o f the C onstitution, these am endm ents
are being subm itted to the S tudent Body for ratification.

PREAMBLE
We the undergraduate students of
Montclair State College in order to
establish representative government; to
encourage the development of leaders
and participants for the community and
the State of New Jersey; to stimulate
an awareness of the rights and respon
sibilities of students in relation to the
community; to improve student cultu
ral, social and physical welfare, and to
promote general welfare of this insti
tution do hereby ordain this Constitu
tion.
This we do with the recognition that
the President o f M ontclair S ta te
College and the Board o f Trustees have
the ultimate responsibility fo r the total
college program.

ARTICLE I
Section 1. Name

This organization shall be known as
the Student Government Association,
Inc. of Montclair State College, Inc.,

hereafter referred to as “SGA.”
Section 2. Membership

All duly registered undergraduate
students of Montclair State College,
who have paid the Student Government
Association Fee shall be members of
the Student Government Association,
Inc., and shall be subject to this the
Constitution, Statutes and laws of

the SGA and to the Student Govern
ment Association, Inc. statutes.

Student membership in any of the
particular classes or schools shall be
determined by the academic rules of the
College.
Section 3. Purpose

,

The purpose of this organiation shall
be:
A. To provide the means whereby the
members of the Student Body may
express themselves effectively in thé
programs of the College which directly
affect their intellectual, social, econom
ic, physical and spiritual welfare;
B. To promote better citizenship by
developing and promoting student
responsibility and by providing practice
in democratic living;
C. To coordinate and regulate the
activities of student organizations for
the benefit of the entire educational
community;
D. To carry out those purposes
expressed in the Certificate of Incor
poration.
Section 4. Voting

All members of the Student Govern
ment Association, Inc. shall be eligible
to vote in the general and special
elections of the Association. Elections
will be held by secret ballot.

ARTICLE II
Legislative Branch
Section 1. Legislative Powers

All legislative powers herein granted
shall be vested in a Sstudent Legisla
ture.

Section 3. Election o f Representatives

A. The election of Representatives to
the Student Legislature shall be con
ducted according to the Statutes. The
Representatives with the exception opf
the Freshman Class Representatives
shall be elected during the Spring
Semester on a date determined by the
Legislature at its first second meeting
of the Spring Semester. The date fo r
the election o f Freshman Class Repre
sentatives shall be appointed by the

President Pro-Tempore with the
advice and consent of the Legisla
ture at the fourth meeting of the
Fall Semester and in accordance
with the Statutes will be set b y the
Legislature at its first meeting o f the
Fait Semester and conducted according
to the Statutes.

B. All candidates for election to
the Legislature with the exception
of the Freshman Class Represen
tatives shall hold and maintain a
cumulative grade point average of
2.25 or higher as certified by the
College Registrar.
Section 4. Duties and Powers
The Student Legislature in accor

dance with the Constitution shall:
A. Act as final representative for the
undergraduate Student Body;
B. Enact, by two-thirds vote, by-laws
of the Constitution to be known as the
Student Government Association. Inc.

SGA Statutes;
C. Appropriate the moneys to organ
izations according to the Statutes; and
upon a two-thirds majority vote,
withhold and modify mandatory appro
priations of the Student Government
Association, Inc. Executive Depart
ments;
D. Formulate and review budget
policy as it applies to all organizations
receiving moneys from the Student
Government Association Fee;
E. Confirm or reject, by majority
two-thirds vote, the appointments of
the President of the SGA; .
F. Provide for the publication and
compilation of the legislation, in order
that the members of the Stud en t
Government Association, Inc. SGA be
informed;
G. To charter, recind charters, and
provide for the regulation of the student
organizations of the Montclair campus;

and have the power to withhold
approval of student activities and
functions;
H. Subm it by a two-thirds vote to
the undergraduate Student Body, as a
referendum, any change in the Student
Government Association Fee;

/.H. Submit by a two-thirds vote to
the undergradute Student Body, as a
referendum, any bill or issue which it
feels the students should act upon for
final decision;
/.I. Have the power to remove
Student Executive Department officers
by proceedings initiated by a two-thirds
vote at a regular meeting and passed
by a three-quarters vote of the entire
Legislature at the following regular
meeting;
K.3. Have the power to investigate
and report in any area of student life;
L K. Have the powers to make rules
and regulations necessary for the proper
administration of elections;

Included in this text are the proposed changes approved by the Legislature
o f the SG A. Sections rem aining the same are in this typeface. W ords in
italics are to be rem oved. Sections of the C onstitution which appear in
this bold face are being added or written as new sections.

ceedings and proceed to reconsider the
bill. I f two-thirds o f the Legislature shall
agree to pass the bill it shall have then
become a Statute;

Section 8. Term o f Office

The term of office of Representatives
shall begin on June 1 of the year of
their election and terminate on May 31
N.
L. Have the power to make of the following year.
Section 7 9. Advisors
legislation necessary to promote the
The Student Legislature shall have
general welfare of the student body;
two faculty advisors,. One such advisor
O. Have the power to withhold
shall be known as the Administrative
approval o f student activities and
Advisor and the other shall be known
functions;
and the Financial Advisor. One of these
P. M. Have the power to petition the
advisors must be present at all official
President of the SGA or Speaker the
sessions regular open meetings of the
President of the Legislature by twoLegislature. These advisors shall be
thirds of the Legislature to call a special
hired by the corporation, for $ 1.00 per
meeting;
year.
Q. N. Have the power to elect from
among the Representatives a Speaker
in the event that office becomes vacant

Choose a President- Pro-Tempore
by majority vote at the third meet
ing of the fall semester.
Section 5. Meetings

A. The Legislature shall convene at
least once each month from September
1 through June 1, on a dates to be
determined by the Legislature at its first
meeting in September;
B. The Speaker President of the
Legislature shall call the Legislature
into session for the first meeting in
September not more than one week
after the resumption of classes;
C. The Speaker o f the Legislature or
the President of the Student Govern
ment Association, Inc. SGA or the
President of the Legislature may call

the Legislature into emergency session
at any time;
D. All regular meetings of the
Legislature shall be open to all members
of the Student Government Association
except those meetings which by major
ity vote of the Representatives are
declared to be executive sessions;
E. The procedure for order in the
Legislature shall be as governed by
Roberts Rules of Order, Revised,

unless otherwise specified in this
Constitution or Statutes;
F. All members of the Legislature
shall have one vote; voting shall be

based on the toteil votes present
unless otherwise specified by the
Constitution or Statutes; the Speak
er the President of the Legislature
is required to vote in case of a tie and
shall only vote in such case;
G. Should a vacancy occur in an
elected Executive position not other
wise dealt with in the Constitution, the
Legislature shall provide fo r an election
in the area where the vacancy occurs
not more than twenty school days
following the creation o f the vacancy.
Vacancies in the Legislature shall be
filled in accordance with the Statutes;

ARTICLE III
The Executive Branch
S e c tio n I.

The C h ief E xecu tive

Officers
A. The executive power shall be
vested in a President of the Student
Government Association, Inc. SGA.
He shall hold his office The President

and the three other executive
officers, the Executive Vice Pres
ident, Treasurer, and Executive
Secretary, shall be elected for a
term of one year, beginning June
1 of the year of election and ter
minating May 31 of the following
year, and together with the Vice
President, Treasurer, and Secretary
chosen fo r the same term. The Officers

shall be elected in the following
manner:
A. The above named officers o f the
Student Government Association. Inc.
shall be elected on a date determined
by the Student Legislature at its first
meeting o f the Spring Semester;

1. By a schedule determined by
the Legislature at its second
meeting of the Spring Semes
ter;
B. Nominations fo r the officers o f the
Student Government Association, Inc.
shall be self-nominated by petition
submitted at least one week prior to
the election, and signed by one hundred
fifty members o f the Student Govern
ment Association, Inc.;
2. By self-nominating petitions

submitted at least one week
prior to the election and
signed by at least three
hundred members of the
SGA;

C. No person shall be eligible fo r the
office o f President who shall not hold
the academic rank o f at least Sopho
more with a 2.5, or higher, cumulative
H.
G . Three unexcused absences grade point average as certified by the
during the current school year shall
College Registrar.
cause a Representative to vacate his seat
3. By having the academic rank
in the Legislature a semester shall
of at least sophomore with a

result in expulsion from the Legis
lature for the remainder of the term
of office.

Section 6. Quorum

A quorum shall be two-thirds of
those Legislators n o t unavoidably
involved in activities required by the
College fo r graduation and/or certifi
cation. Such activities shall be deter
mined in the Statutes the Represen

2.50, or higher, cumulative
grade point average as certi
fied by the College Registrar
to be eligible for office;
D. Before entering office the Pres
ident shall say the following oath or
affirmation:

4. By saying the following oath
before entering office: “I do

tatives.
solemnly swear (or affirm) that
1 will faithfully execute the Office
Section 7. Vacancies
M.
Every biff which shall have passed
of President ----of the Student
G.
Should a vacancy occur in an
A. The Legislature shall be composed
elected Executive position not
Government Association of
of
Representatives
elected the Student Legislature shall, before it
otherwise dealt with in the Consti
Montclair State College Inc.,
apportioned according to the rules becomes a Statute, be presented to the
President o f the Student Government
tution, the Legislature shall provide
and that I will, to the best of my
established in the By-Laws (Statutes);
Association. Inc.; i f he approves, he
ability uphold the Constitution of
for an election in the area where
the vacancy occurs not more than
B. A ll candidates fo r election to the shall sign it. I f the President does not
the Student Government.”
twenty eight days following the
Legislature with the exception o f the approve he shall return the bill with his
Freshman Class Representatives shall objections to it, at the next regular
creation of the vacancy. Vacancies
£.B. In the event of a vacancy in the
hold a cumulative grade average o f 2.25 meeting. The Legislature shall enter the
in the Legislature shall be filled in office of the President, the Executive
Vice President shall assume the office;
accordance with the Statutes.
or higher as certified by the College objections in the minutes o f the pro
Section 2. Composition o f the Student
Legislature

Registrar.

F.
C. The President An executive
officer may be removed by a threefourths vote of the entire Student

Legislature. Just cause for removal shall
be:

1. Violation o f or disregard fo r any
part o f this C onstitution or
Statutes

Failure
to
maintain
undergraduate status at
Montclair State College.
2. Failure to maintain the stand
ards o f conduct becom ing a
member o f Montclair State Col
lege.

Failure to uphold and fulfill
the purpose and policies o f
the Certificate of Incorpora
tion, Constitution, and Sta
tutes;
3. Malfeasance, misfeasance or
non-feasance in the function
ing of the SGA.
S ec tio n

2.

D uties

and

Powers

President
The President of the Student Govern
ment Association Inc. SGA shall:
A. Appoint members of the cabinet,
except ex-officio members, subject to
a two-thirds vote o f approval of the
Legislature; and remove, at discre

tion, any officer appointed;
B. Preside over all meetings of the
Cabinet and shall, exercise all powers

pertaining to the calling of the
meetings and the conduct of bus
iness in accordance with this Con
stitution, and coordinate the per
formance of duties by the Cabinet
members;
C. Coordinate the performance o f
duties by the Cabinet members;
D.
C. A t the beginning o f the Spring
Term Submit by March to the Student
Legislature for approval an estimate of
the budget for the following year and
at the end o f the Spring Semester he
shall subm it to the Legislature an
account o f his expenditures fo r the
preceeding year,
£.D. Be responsible fo r carrying out
Legislation enacted by the Legislature

Take care that the laws are faith
fully executed;
£.E. From time to time inform and
recommend to the Legislature matters
concerning student welfare and compile
reports dealing with the expenditure o f
the budget',
G. F. Have the power to sign or veto
acts or any part thereof, of the Student

Legislature and amendments to this
Constitution proposed by that body,
provided he exercise that such power
is exercised no later than on the
fourteenth day of passage. The first day
of passage is considered to be that day
it was passed by the Legislature;. A bill

shall become law if:
1. the President approves and
signs it within the period al
lowed for consideration; or
2. the President does not re
turn it to the Legislature, with
a statement of objections, be
fore the expiration of the per
iod allowed for consideration;
or
3. upon reconsideration of the
bill objected to by the Pres
ident, two-thirds of the Legis
lature agrees to pass the bill,
or three-quarters for legisla
tion originally approved by a
two-thirds majority. The Pres
ident’s objections shall be en
tered into the minutes of the
proceedings at the next reg
ular meeting of the Legisla
ture; or
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M ost of these changes are being recom m ended so th at inconsistencies,
gender references, and obsolete portions are removed. Som e of the changes
are purely gram m atical o r structural, and, as such, do not change the day
to day operations of the organization.

4. the President signs legisla
tion which has been amended
and reenacted by the Legis
lature after the President’s
objections within six days af
ter being reforwarded by the
President of the Legislature.
No bill shall be returned by the
President a second time.

Section 3. The Executive Vice President

The Executive Vice President of the
Student Government Association, Inc.

SGA shall:
A. Be the Speaker o f President of
the Legislature and preside over the
meetings of the Student Legislature;
B. Succeed to the presidency should
that office become vacant and at such
time he shall have the power to
nominate his a successor subject to the
approval of by a two-thirds vote of the
entire Legislature;
C. Forward all acts of the Legislature
to the President within three days of
their passage;

the appointment of such assistant
treasurers as are necessary to execute
the Office of the Treasurer;

cabinet;

H. The Treasurer shall have as an
advisor the past Treasurer.
Section 7. The Secretary
The Secretary of the Student Govern
ment Association, Inc. SGA shall:

A. Maintain all records and files of
the Student Government Association,
Inc. SGA and shall arrange for per
manent preservation of its archives;
B. Recommend to the President of
the SGA the appointment of the Clerk
of the Student Legislature who shall
keep full and true minutes of the
proceedings of the Student Legislature
and perform other such duties as the
Student Legislature and the Secretary
may direct, and o f such undersecre

taries as are necessary to execute
D. Be in charge of charters and
the Office of the Secretary;
applications for all organizations;
D.
E. Be a member of the President’s C. Be responsible for the correspon
dence and office operations of the
Cabinet

E. Be elected in thefollowing manner:
1. According to the procedure set
down in this Constitution forelec
tion o f officers
2. No person shall be eligible fo r
the office o f the Executive Vice
President who shall not have the
academic rank o f at least Sopho
more with a 2.50 or higher,
cumulative grade point average as
certified by the College Registrar.
Section 4. The Vice President o f
Academic Affairs
The Vice President o f Academic
Affairs o f the Student Government
Association, Inc. shall:
A. Be responsible fo r educational
reform;
B. Co-ordinate those SGA Represen
tatives who are elected as members o f
their respective schools;
C. Be appointed by the President
saubjecl to two-thirds vote o f the
Legislature.
Section 5.. The Vice President o f
External Affairs
The Vice President o f External
Affairs o f the Student Government
Association, Inc. shall:
A. Coordinate all community rela
tions and service programs;
B. C oordinate all extram ural
affiliation- national international, and
statewide;
C. Be appointed by the President
subject to tw o-thirds vote o f the
Legislature.
Section 6. The Treasurer

The Treasurer of the Student Go
vernment Association, Inc. SGA shall:
A. Disburse all moneys appropriated
by the Student Legislature;
B. Assist the President and be assisted
by the Financial Advisor in preparing
the Budget and compiling the account
of expenditures for the Student Legis
lature; and report monthly to the

Legislature at a regular meeting;
C. Review and formulate financial
policies subject to the approval of the
Legislature;

rality is the successor. The officer
may not be a candidate. If the recall
of the President of the SGA is
initiated, the recall duties of that
office shall be performed by the
Attorney General. The incumbent

D. Require and compile reports and
be Representatives and must have
all appropriations and disbursements;
a 2.25, or higher, cumulative grade
E.
D. Recommend to the President point average as 'certified by the

F. Be elected in thefollowing manner:
1. According to the procedure set
down in this Constitution
2. No person shall be eligible fo r
H. Remove, at his discretion, any
the office o f Treasurer who shall
officer he shall have the power to
not hold at least the academic
appoint;
rank o f Sophomore with a 2.50
I.
G. Act as the official host, and
or higher cumulative grade point
representative and signator of the
average as certified by the College
Student Government Association, Inc.
Registrar;
SGA;
G. E. Be a member of the President’s
S.H. Appoint special ad-hoc com

mittees with the advice and consent
of the Legislature.

These am endm ents are divided into three questions: 1. for the SGA Fee,
2. for the technical changes such as gram m ar and structure, and 3. for
the substantive changes effecting student’s relationship to the SGA. These
substantive questions are boxed in gray so they are easier to distinguish.

Student Government Association, Inc.

SGA;
D. Utilize every possible source to
promote and publicize the activities of
the Student Legislature o f the Executive
Branch SGA among the students of
Montclair State College;
E. Recommend to the President the
appointment o f such undersecretaries
as are necessary to execute the office
o f Secretary;
F. Be elected in thefollowing manner:
1. According to the procedure set
down in this Constitution;
2. No person shall be eligible fo r
the office o f Secretary who shall
not have attained at least the
academic rank o f Freshman and
with a current grade point aver
age o f 2.50 or higher as certified
by the College Registrar;
G. E. Be a member of the President’s

Cabinet.
Section 8. The Attorney General

An Attorney General shall be the
legal advisor of the President of the
Student Government Association, Inc.,
shall hand down advisory opinions on
the laws to any member of the Student
Government Association, Inc. who
shall request same and shall be in charge
of Student Government Association
elections and charters o f organizations.
The Attorney General shall be the past
President of the Student Government
Association, Inc. In the event that the
past President cannot hold the position,
it shall be filled by appointment of the
outgoing President with the advice and
consent of the outgoing Legislature.
Section 9. The President’s Cabinet

There shall be a Cabinet to assist and
advise the President, the membership
of which shall be determined by the
Statutes. The Cabinet members, with
the exception of those ex-officio
members, shall be appointed by major
ity vote of the Legislature. Cabinet posts
not established in this Constitution shall
be created in accordance with the
Statutes. Cabinet members may not

College Registrar.
The purpose o f the Cabinet shall be
to coordinate a total program where
the appropriation o f the S tudent
Government Association Fee is in
volved.

shall continue in office until the election
returns shall be officially announced.

ARTICLE IV
Officer Compensation
ARTICLE VI

Officials of this Association and its
subsidiary organizations shall not
receive as a reward for performed
duties, financial or material remuner
ation other than those expenses in
curred in the performance of said duties

The Student Government Associa
tion Fee shall be $2 per credit for all
SGA members with a maximum of $24
( 12 credits) to be collected per semester.

as determined by the Statutes.

**NOTE: THIS ARTICLE IS
ADDRESSED IN ANOTHER
QUESTION WHICH TAKES
PRECEDENCE.

ARTICLE V
Limitation o f Power
Initiative, R eferendum an d
Recall
Section 1. Initiative
The Student Body shall have power
to initiate any act within the power o f
the Student Legislature, provided that
ten per cent (10%) o f the Student Body
shall sign a petition calling fo r an
election on a bill which they shall
submit in writing with a petition to the
President o f the Student Government
Association, Inc. The President shall,
if he determines the petition to be in
good order within the limitations o f this
Constitution, direct the elections board
to conduct an election on the bill in
not less than six, nor more than fifteen,
days after he shall have received the
petition and bill. Public notice o f such
election shall be given not less than fo u r
days before it shall take place. A
majority o f the votes cast at the election,
providing at least twenty per cent (20%)
o f the Student Body vote, shall be

The Student Body shall have
power to initiate by petition any act
within the power of the Legislature.
Such petition must be signed by five
hundred qualified students and
submitted to the President of the
SGA. The President of the SGA^
upon determining that the pro
posed law is in good order, shall
introduce said proposal as a bill to
the Legislature. If an initiative
petition for a law is introduced to
the Legislature, a vote shall be
taken within thirty days upon the
enactment' of such law in the form
in which it stands in such petition.
If the Legislature fails to enact such
law within thirty days, and if such
petition is completed by filing with
the President of the SGA, not
earlier than one week following the
thirty day period nor later than two
weeks, not less than one thousand
signatures of qualified students, in
addition to those signing such
initiative petition, which signatures
must have been obtained after the
aforesaid thirty day period, then the
President of the SGA shall submit
such proposed law to the people in
not less than ten nor more than
twenty one days. Public notice of
such election shall be given not less
than seven days before it shall take
place. A majority of the votes cast
at the election, providing that at
least twenty per cent (20%) of the
Student Body vote, shall be suffi
cient to pass the bill.

ARTICLE VII
Amendments

Section 3. Recall
A ny constituency shall have the
power to recall any officer elected by
that Constituency under this Constitu
tion.
Recall is the power of the

students to remove an elected
official. Recall of an official is
initiated by submitting a petition
and reasons for recall to the Pres
ident of the SGA, Attorney Gener
al, and President Pro-Tempore.
Sufficiency of reason(s) is not
reviewable. If the constituency is

Amendments to this Constitution
shall be proposed by a two-thirds
majority of the Student Legislature or
by the initiative of the Student Body
as provided in Article V, Section 1, of
the Constitution. In either procedure,
the Amendment to the Constitution
must obtain a majority of the votes cast
in a campus wide election providing
that at least twenty per cent (20%) of
the Student Body vote to become valid.
An Amendment so passed shall take
effect the semester following its ratifi
cation.

campus wide, the petition to recall shall
be handed to the President o f the
Student Government and shall not be
valid unless it contains the the petition

must contain the signatures of
students equal in number to thirty
five per cent of the vote at the last
general election at least fifteen per
cent (15%) o f the qualified voters. If
the constituency is less than campus
wide, the petition to recall shall not be
valid unless it contains must contain
the signatures of students equal in
number to the signatures o f at least

twenty five per cent (25%) of the
qualified voters in the constituency
involved. A majority o f the voles cast
cast at the election providing that at
least twenty per cent (20%) o f the
Student Body vote shall be sufficient
to pass the bill. The President of the
SGA shall, i f he determines upon

determining the petition to be in good
order within the limitations o f this
Constitution, direct the elections board
Attorney General to conduct an
election fo r the office in question in
which the election, the officer in
question shall have the right to be a
candidate to determine whether to

recall the official and, if approp
riate, to elect a successor not less
than fifteen nor more than thirty
days from the date of submission
of the signatures. If the majority
vote is to recall, the officer is
removed and, if there is a candidate,
the candidate who receives a plu

ARTICLE VIII
Ratification
This Constitution shall be proposed
by a two-thirds vote of the Board of
Trustees, existing 1963-64. This Con
stitution shall take effect immediately
upon ratification and the existing
government shall fulfill their its term
and have the power by a two-thirds vote
of the quorum present to create such
Statutes as are necessary to the execu
tion of this Constitution. The Election
of officers for the 1964-65 term shall
be held on April 29, 1964.
This Constitution was amended by
a referendum of the student body
December, 1969, and took effect, as
amended, February, 1970. This Con
stitution was further amended by a
referendum of the Student Body May,
1977, and took effect, as amended, June
1, 1977. The Fee restructuring (Article
VI) did not take effect until June 1,
1978, to enable all the administrative
changes to be implemented.

This Constitution was further
amended by referenda of the Stu
dent Body, December, 1987, and
took effect as amended January,
1988. The Fee restructuring did not
take effect until June 1, 1988, to
enable all the administrative
changes to be implemented.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
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THEATRE TRAINING
NEW YORK CITY
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THE AMERICAN MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC ACADEMY
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. J HE M O S T PR A C T M A I T H E A T R E
T R A I N I N G I N THE N A H O N
. ONE P R O G R A M 1 H A 1 C O M H l N I S
THE S I O U t O f ’
A C T I N G E OR THE T H I A I RI
E h M A N D T E I E V I S I ON
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THE AMERICAN MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC ACADEMY
2109 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10023
(212) 787-5300
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also LSAT OAT PCAT

1. Complete review o f science topics,

i taught by Ph.D.
2 Ten sessions, inducting full length
IMCA 7 / DA T
\ 3. Office hours for individual help
\ 4. Video cassete make-up classes
15. Copious home study materials
6. Interview counseling included
7. 90% Medical & Dental School Accep
tance Rate
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1 DR. BLANK'S AIM T/PAT REVIEW

‘“ NUTS’ IS A FRONT-RUNNER
FOR THIS YEAR’S OSCAR RACE!

WHO WANTS A
WHITE CHRISTMAS?

Ip D K E I
»

v o

- Jeffrey Lyons, SNEAK RREVIEWS/USA TONIGHT

“STREISAND KEEPS YOU RIVETED
IN A FUNNY, FEROCIOUS PERFORMANCE.”
- Peter Travers, PEOPLE MAGAZINE

i r .

o unique ronning experience]

- R - Reeo At THE MOVIES

“ONE OF THE YEAR’S MUST-SEE MOVIES!”

2 0 1 -9 6 6-90 5 4

Call Dr. Blank

Take advantage of one month
of unlimited tanninq
only $40 w/MSC ID.
offer expires 1 2 /2 5 /8 7
542 Volley Pd.
Upper Monrclair, NJ 0704d

‘“ NUTS’ IS A MUST.”
-P a t C o llin s . WWOR TV

Help bring
the world
together.
Host an

“STREISAND IS SPELLBINDING.
DREYFUSS IS TERRIFIC.”
- Bill Harris, AT THE MOVIES/SHOWTIME

•

wifok. •' T
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*■%■ ESSEX
*jk

^

STYLE
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A N O SAVE 50% OFF OUR
R E N O V A T IO N P AC K AG E
IN C L U D IN G :

BARBRA STREISAND
R IC H A R D D R E Y F U S S

‘

•Personalized 8ody Sculpting
P ra ,ro m i for Guy* and Galt
in our $600 *q. ft G ym
•More Than 30.0001b, of
free W eigh,,

•T raining w ith o u r 1988
Olympic C o n ten d er,

International Youth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, brings
teenagers from other coun
tries to live for a tim e with
A m erican fam ilies and at
tend A m erican schools.
Learn about participating
as a volunteer host family.
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
Sfl The International Youth Exchange.

•flee G uet, Paste,, Gift
Certificate A Three Months FRff

WARNER BROS « « BARWOOD RLMS/MARTIN RITI ^
BARBRA m m RICHARD DREYFUSS "NUIS" M AUEN STAPLETON ELI WALLACH
ROBERT WEBBER JAMES WHITMORE, KARL MALDEN BARBRA STREISAND
% SIDNEY LEVIN « Ä ANDRZEJ BARTKOWIAK S TE R I SCHWARTZ. OS CORMAN
txTO M TO PO R ^ TOM TOPOR „ DARRYL PÛNICSAN » AIVIN SARGENT
^ BARBRA STRBSAND ^ MARTIN RITT
«MTfifÇfP ^
rum ii nuuci

N o w Playing
At Specially Selected Theatres

200 Pleasant Valley W a y
West O range N .J. 07052

201 731 1874

-H O M E O f T H t N J . STATE
POWER LIFTING CHA M PIO N SH IPS
0FCSA6
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'Tinas t/ie mtmf/i Before Break
-A And all throughout school
People are scurrying
To
change afew rules.
wf
O kie working real hard
To inform all c f you
■v*
That you all need to ‘l&FE;
-4 « an
iAfatju st afe w .
‘Hk're working to save things
That are there to help you,
U fa pharmacy, stamps and notary tool
‘H&'ne also workjtrg to Bring youjew anew shows
*
Likg. dance Bands and concerts to move your toes.
jfe j
'Extending GBmry hours is tops on our list
dSJfl
O f things we need that are currently Trussed
‘Wk've working, too; to stop the ‘Board
from taking all die money (they hkp to hoard)
So don't sit around and act uninformed
Leave the cafe andyour nice zoom dorm.
It only takgs a minutefo r your vote to Be cast
A nd yO U make die difference that w ill last and last.
*$iAnd remember asfinals approach andyou start to Be Blue
a
A vote cast y E S is a votefo r yO U ll
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Student Government Association (SGA) will be holding a referendum vote, during which the
Student Body will be asked to vote either “Yes” or “No” to the following questions:
1. “Should the SGA Constitution be amended to remove inconsistencies, gender references, and
obsolete portions and to clarify and rearrange sections?”
2. “Should the Student Government Association Fee be increased by the maximum allowable up
to $1.00?"
3. “Should the SGA Constitution be amended to change Freshman Representative elections to
Freshman Representative appointments to the Legislature?”
4. “Should the SGA Constitution be amended to eliminate the power of referendum by the Student
Body and to include general referendum provisions for the Legislature?”
5. “Should Sprague Library hours be extended to 12 midnight, Sunday thru Thursday and to 6:00
PM Friday and Saturday, while opening hours remain unchanged?”
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f
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Voting Dates:(Dee.5-12

%

VOTING TIMES AND LOCATIONS
Saturday December 5, 1987 thru Saturday December 12, 1987
10:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Student Center Lobby
5:00 PM to 7:30 PM
Blanton Hall Lobby
Monday December 7, 1987 and Wednesday December 9, 1987
5:00 PM to 7:30 PM
Freeman Hall Cafeteria

Please review the information provided at the voting booths and in the December 3, 1987 issue
of The Montclarion. For more information, contact the SGA Office, Room 103 of the Student
Center or call 893-4202.

ATTENTION
EFFECTIVE F IL L 1988
We w i II be p a yin g m o te TUITIO N
There is nothing we can do to stop It
B ut there is a way we tan benefit from it!

V O T E YES
to the

SGA F E E IN C R EA SE
a n d m a k e on e o i th o se d o lla rs w o rk
t o t you!!!
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editorial
W hat’s it all about?
The real world. How does one define this term that is so
frequently referred to among college students? The majority of
students might refer to it as “the world that is entered upon
graduating.” The question that arises is how would one define
the world in which college students presently exist. Certainly we
wouldn’t consider this an “unreal world.” Or do we?
Preparation for the so-called real world can be disheartening
at times. Feelings of insignificance can creep in and out of our
everyday lives. And at times we really don’t know whether we’re
coming or going.
In the realistic sense we are nothing more or less than consumers.
We pay money and expect to receive a good product. Are we
getting our money’s worth? Arguments can be made for both
sides.
Our greatest concern today may be finishing a term paper or
passing the bio exam. When it comes down to it, does this have
a lot of bearing on our future endeavors or will it mean little
or nothing tomorrow. Who’s to say. There are no guarantees.
Some people perceive college as a haven, an escape from the
real world. For some, graduating means spending half their lives
readjusting just to fit into the real world:
Many graduates find that college has done very little to actually
prepare them for the “real world.” Very little at all. It does not
tell the graduate that all the wonderful new ideas he or she has
developed over four years of learning will be ignored by the “real
world” simply because college graduates are the children of the
business community. They’re supposed to be seen and not heard.
And just when you thought you outgrew that.
What colleges should add to the curriculum is courses in Business
Politics, Ego Deflation, Peon Mentality 101 and yes, Boss 202.
What’s really a shame is once you experience that feeling of
accomplishment they let you know you’re nowhere near where
you thought you were.
.
And so the old cliche of “it’s a neverending cycle fits nicely
here. Too bad they didn’t tell us in the beginning. We could have
enjoyed the ride.

Q uarterly forgotten
The M ontclarion overlooked Q uarterly, M SC’s literary
magazine, when referring to the Class One Organizations in the
Nov. 19 editorial “What’s a student to do?” We apologize for
this oversight.
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Guns, Gorbachev and guile
“The church is separate from the state, and the
school from the church.”
Madison?
Jefferson?
Marshall?
It certainly sounds reasonable. Separation of church
and state has been a guiding principle for the United
States for many years now. This quote is taken directly
from the Constitution, from Article 52 of the revised
Constitution of 1978 of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR). In fact, the government is so
adamant about separation that it officially seeks to
eliminate the church within the boundaries of the state.
This coming week, though, Secretary-General
Mikhail Gorbachev will meet with President Reagan
to eliminate nuclear weapons. Each seeks a wealth
of wonderful publicity both at home and abroad. But
Gorbachev hopes to continue his whirlwind campaign
to enhance the image and status of the USSR.
The facts belie the appearances, though.
Over the past year, Gorbachev has pushed the policy
of glasnost, openness, in conjunction with major
internal reforms. Soviet society is nowhere near being
open or reformed, though. Certainly, such notable
“refuseniks” as Anatoly Scharansky and Andrei
Sakharov have been released; Scharansky now lives
in the US. Sakharov is denied an exit visa because
he knows “state secrets” which must not leave the
country. I guess the hundreds of thousands of other
Jews who want visas know too many secrets also.
The Soviet government has very little problem
helping others to leave the country. Since 1979 the
Soviet Army has been exporting soldiers to a war in
Afghanistan. They alleged that the president invited
them in due to instability, the same president they
installed earlier in the year. The only instability present
was the Soviet dominance of Afghani politics.
In foreign policy maneuvers recently, Gorbachev has
decided to reverse the longstanding refusal to pay
annual dues to the United Nations. Why? Because of
the Reagan administration’s decision to stop paying
some of the American dues until the organization
cleans up its act (a notable idea). Will the USSR now
abide by UN resolutions regarding its conduct?

The Soviets have not cared in the least about world
opinion. Why the sudden Politburo interest?
The most obvious reason is that since World War
II, the USSR has failed to raise its economy to that
of a superpower. Though it has had the weapons
necessary to make it a threat, its economy has faltered
year after year. The mainstays of an economy:
manufacturing, agriculture, and basic services, have
been ignored. The resulting drain has been enormous.
Factories which base their outputs on predetermined
numbers, regardless of need, have wasted resources.
The United States, Canada, Argentina, and others have
sold grain and other foodstuffs due to agricultural
shortages. And the basic channels of distribution either
falter or are nonexistent.
By improving ties to other countries, both in the
West and in the Orient, the Soviets will be able to
intertwine their economy with others’. Gorbachev
knows that economic priorities outweigh political
proprieties. He will be able to do anything he pleases
again. We saw this with the energy pipeline to Western
Europe and the resultant release of technology. We
saw it with Jimmy Carter’s attempt to restrict grain
sales to the USSR after it invaded Afghanistan.
During the early 1970s, Richard Nixon commanded
the foreign policy forefront with detente. As a result,
the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty was signed
and ratified as was the first Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty (SALT). These were intentionally negotiated
to support the strengths of each country. During
Carter’s years, SALT II was signed by Carter and
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev, but was never ratified
due to the invasion of Afghanistan. Both nations
pledged to abide by its terms, though.
Now Reagan is preparing to sign a new nuclear
weapons treaty with Gorbachev and subsequently to
seek Senate ratification. The Soviet Union’s record
is clear. Before signing away strength, America should
evaluate the stakes and the record. So should Western
Europe, otherwise NATO will be nada.___________
Oren L. Zeve is a freelance columnist and an MSC
alumnus.
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Students rebuke D u b u q u e review
To the editor:
Certain rights are guaranteed
us by the Constitution. Among
them are the obvious ones: life,
liberty, and the pursuit of that
which we rarely obtain, happ
iness.
P robably the most often
referred to right is the “Freedom
of Press” amendm ent. This
insures that no one in the public
information business can be
censured or deleted. I must give
my highest regards to the staff
of The Montclarion for not
censuring a recent review in the
arts section of their esteemed
newspaper.
However, by the same token
I feel it is important that some
one should point out that print
ing an article that is poorly
written can damage a newspap
er’s prestige.
The article in question is the
one that appears in the No
vember ninteenth issue of the
Montclarion as written by one
Michael J. Cullen.
The review was an unfavor
able one about the recent Play
er’s production; The Lady From
Dubuque. Many people were
hurt and offended by the review.
Rightfully so. The actors and

staff of this production put
much time and effort in what
I felt was an all-around excellent
show.
Unfortuately, these people
and other friends of their organ
ization have lashed out in an
unprofessional manner. Cullen
is allowed his opinion.
The newspaper in doing its
job must print the opinions of
the reviewers. The newspaper
also in doing its job should have
selected someone who knows
something about theatre, enter
tainment, and for that matter
writing.
In any well-written dramatic
critique there are seven lines of
criticism, which were mostly
ignored. The dramatic line,
which examines the metaphor
of a play. Does Cullen even
know what a metaphor is?
Then there are the plot char
acter lines, which he explored.
Time and style lines were com
pletely disregared. Time refer
ring to the passage of time in
the play. Style referring to
things such as mechanic, lan
guage, background, period, and
other elements of literature. He
spent one ambiguous sentence

on the production line, saying
that a “fine job” was done.
Further on he mentions that
one of the actors “lacks the third
dimension” necessary for per
form ance. Having been an
acting student for some years I
do not remember hearing about
any of these dimensions that
Cullen seems so knowledgeable
about.
Overall his review is uninter
esting and redundant. He is
simply listing characters and
actors with a few line of
criticism that are without basis
in actuality.
The problem does not lie
solely with the writer. It is not
his fault that our educational
system is producing college
students who do not have the
full range of literary experience
necessary for proper critique
writing, in essence functional
illiterates.
Should the blame also lie with
the editors? Here the issue
becomes slightly difficult to
address. The arts editor chose
this man to review the show. He
has written for the paper before
so that samples of his work were
available. Why would she allow
cont. on pg. 14

To the editor:
I read the review of Players’
production of The Lady From
Dubuque in the November 19
issue of The Montclarion. Des
pite Michael J. Cullen’s recom
mendation, I saw the produc
tion: twice.
I disagreee with Cullen’s
opinion of the production, as I
have with the past two reviews
he has written, but I do not wish
to argue with Cullen. He has
every right to view a show and
formulate his own opinion,
however 1 would like to see
more substantial material to
support his opinion and maybe
a more scrutinized review of the
shows.
Maybe I am a bit more
demanding than most readers
since I am a Speech and Theatre
Education major. If I under
stand the role of critic correctly,
however, he or she is supposed
to be well-versed in the subject
area to be criticized, familiar
ized with the work and eager
to explore its depths and levels.
Cullen is a new name on the
staff of The Montclarion and
my only question is, “What are
his credentials?” I feel that I
know about the depth of work,

symbolism used, as well as other
theatrical techniques because I
must. Does Cullen know these
things? I could not tell from his
review. A critic is supposed to
be knowledgeable so we can
trust his or her review, but an
uneducated critic can cause
great damage, misleading his
trusting readers and depriving
a fine collection of artists of the
audience tjjey deserve.
I have nothing to gain from
writing this letter. I am not a
member of Players. I am just
a frequent theatre-goer and a
confused reader. I cannot cri
ticize Cullen because I do not
know his credentials, but if he
has them, perhaps he should
devote his space in your news
paper to giving a solid, wellsupported review instead of
displaying a penchant for the
well-turned phrase and biting
quip. Being a responsible pub
lication, I encourage The Mont
clarion to review Cullen’s qual
ifications and to encourage its
readers to exercise their right to
see performances and formulate
opinions as Cullen does.
Michael L. Kronberg
sophomore j speech & theatre

Students Speak
ffg i
“D o you think the SGA needs a fee
increase and are you willing to
support it?”
“At first I was against it, but after thinking about
it, 1 realized that it really isn’t more money that
we will be paying but it will be just more money
going to the students.”
Mindy B. Fried
Senior/ Commun. Sci. and Disorders

“Yes since the fees are going to be increased
anyway. 1 would prefer that the money go to
the student organizations, that way directly
assisting the students.
Kris Roome
Junior/Finance

Compiled and photographed by
Wally Acuna

g ® .

“Yes, 1 am willing to support the increase
because students benefit directly from it. 1
understand that if the referendum is passed,
other fees would not be increased. Being a junior,
I have experienced too many uncalled for
increases.”
Cindy Knox
Junior/ Home Economics

“You’ve got to have a student fee increase.
Without the increase, the yearbook will have
to keep on charging sitting fees. Then well
charge for the book itself; it’s free now.
Organzations like C1C or CLUB won’t be able
to bring any good programming. We need it.”
Rodney Stubina
Senior/Psychology
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Pearl Harbor remembered
To the editor:
How easy is is for those
absent minded few who plague
our society today, to criticize
this great nation we call our
home. It is always those who
think they know so much who
know so little. Whether it is the
Persian Gulf, or just Ronald
Reagan himself, or any other
President for that matter, the
critics flock to the opportunities
to deface our government.
On August 6, 1945, and on
August 9, 1945, two atomic
bombs were dropped on Hiro
shima, and Nagasaki. Every
once in a while, on the anni
versaries of these dates, the
press manages to get hold of
those gifted few anti-nuclear
protestors, who m anage to
embarrass the United States for

the atrocities that we inflicted
upon Japan.
Harry Truman, the President
at the time, claimed that the
bombings saved the lives of
millions of Japanese who would
have been killed if America had
invaded the island. This is a
forgotten fact among the under
mining socialists in our nation.
The biggest fault lies in anoth
er fact though. This occurrence
affected us all as Americans.
The recognition that the bomb
ings receive, compared to this
American travesty, makes me
feel ashamed.
The only rememberance lies
in a late night television preview
of “Tora, Tora, Tora.” When
Harry Truman was asked how
we felt ablut the atomic bombs,
he said, “Hell, I’m still waiting

for an apology for Pearl Har
bor.”
On Sunday, December 7,
1941, Japanese bombers and
torpedo planes swooped out of
the sky, and destroyed the
American Pacific Fleet. There
was no declaration of war, so
the Japanese found easy targets
with the unsuspecting Ameri
cans, the toll: two battleships
destroyed, six others heavily
battered, a dozen lesser vessels
put out of action, more than 150
planes destroyed, 2,300 service
men killed, and 1,100 wounded.
The war declaration was pres
ented three hours after the
attack. The work of people who
had no reguard for human life.
I feel proud for America, and
all of the heros who shed their
blood to keep us free. For those

Get Involved
JOIN The Montclarion
The Montclarion is always looking for qualified people (meaning
literate in the English language or having gpod business sense) for
all positions. If you never got the chance before, or for some reason
were apprehensive about coming in and checking us out, come on
down to the office any time (preferably Monday through Wednesday).
Well be waiting with open arms.

PLEASE NOTE: The Montclarion will not be pubOshing
On December 17th; please get any notices to us by Monday
if you want them published.
Thank you very much.

The Montclarion Letters Policy
The Montclarion offers the unique opportunity for all MSC students
to have a voice on campus. We encourage all students to express
their viewpoints in the Letters page.
A11 letters must be:
♦typewritten and double spaced
♦addressed to the editor
♦submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before the Thursday issue
♦include student ID number, year, major, and telephone number
for confirmation.
Letters must be signed, but names will be withheld upon request.
These guidelines must be met or the letter will not be printed.
The Montclarion reserves the right to edit letters to r style and brevity.
The Montclarion is proud to be a Class One Organization o f‘v

" \

who seem to forget, may the
lives o f 291,000 Americans
haunt you forever. These lives
could have been saved if it
weren’t for Pearl Harbor.
Just remember, no one is
chained here, and may leave
anytime if they disagree with
America, the door to the world
is huge, and don’t let it hit you
too hard on the way out.
For those who are patriotic
and love this nation, and for all

those men and women who
protected us, let’s give a moment
of silence this December 7th for
the heroes we lost. It is the least
we can do. No foreign invader
has ever touchedAmerican soil.
They mangaged to keep it that
way, and I hope the rest of us
shall also. Where has America
gone?
John Perry
junior Ipolitical science

Dubuque review
cont. from pg. 13
a poorly trained writer handle
a subject beyond his abilities?
The course Dramatic Criti
cism, offered this spring, should
be looked into by any affiliates
of the arts section of the news
paper.
These types of judgmental
errors did not occur in the past.
Look back to such notable
writers from The Montclarion’s
past like Gary Ruff, Stephanie
Wood, Pasquale DiFulco (who
is now managing editor) and
Sue August.

These people often submitted
intelligent and well-constructed
articles. Their opinions did not
always agree with the public’s
but they were presented in an
educated fashion. I used to write
an occasional article or review
for the paper; thus I am com
menting from experience. The
reviewers should experience for
themselves that about which
they are describing.
Michael M. Menza
senior/ speech & theatre

WE WANT YOU!

to
jet involved in Quarterly,
ubm it your poetTy, prose,
short stories, artwork, photo
graphy, drawings or anyming!
Submissions for the ne
FOUR WALLS ANNUAL FOR
MAT are n o w being accept
ed! Don't miss out on this
opportunity to get your work
published! Drop b y Room
113 A or coll us at 8 9 3 -4 4 1 0.
Quarterly is a Class One Organization of
theSGA
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At the movies

Baby boosts 3 M en
By Jennifer G. Stelevich
Arts Editor_________________
Three M en and a Baby
opened last weekend and
touched the hearts of theatregoers. The three men are Steve
Guttenberg (Police Academy),
Tom Selleck (Magnum P.l.)
and Ted Danson (Cheers).
Each man mirrors the suer, ,
.
.
cessful bachelor. Living in an
apartment resembling an adult
Toys R Us, the men have childlike qualities.
The film begins with an
exciting birthday party for Peter
(Selleck). Quickly the values of
these men are determined. Gorgeous women and rich party
guests fill their lavish apartmentTheir flashy life styles and
stable careers create conflict
when the six month old baby
Mary arrives. She is played by
twins Michelle and Lisa Blair.
This bundle of joy is Jack’s
(Danson) daughter from a previous love affair. The champagne and candles were replaced by diapers and baby
bottles. Her character is precious and generates most of the
laughter.
D irector Leonard Nimoy

(Star Trek) portrays every prob¡eiia expected to arise with a
* £ and ch,ld reanng
in one scene Michael fGut»enherel the most sensitive of
.. rnnn!matP, «hares a humorstand-up routine with
Ma
He practices every trick
¡„ thye book to stop the baby
c
• i
*
*
from crying: jokes, a toy puppet
and ev£^ a bribe

but heartwarming. It shares
many qualities evident in a
Disney film,
The actors and an adorable
baby shouldnt have t0 carry a
up tb? 'adder of success.
Nimoy’s ,directin8 was somePointless and confusing.
^moo^her
omitted ottering a smoother
production.
With the witty parental strugThe baby care antics of the
gl£S of the three men, the movie
trio are hilarious. The audience
is successful. Unfortunately the
quickly learns the do’s and
writers weren’t convinced. The
don’ts of parenting. Dates are
film branches off to a drug
replaced by dirty diapers and
involved sub-plot. Some action
m idnight feedings. Through
is offered, but it’s really unneeach scene the men develop a
cessary.
greater sense of responsibility
The laughs and the film’s
and a tighter bond with Mary.
success center around, obviousMary’s mother Sylvia (Nancy
ly, the three men and the baby,
Travis) is an unrealistic characEach actor is funny and perter. She returns to claim her
forms well.
baby but she lacks conviction.
_ „ ,
The part is not well written and
Selleck, G uttenberg and
(s acted poorly.
Danson give great performanHere, the men face their real
fes' Their p° r^ ayals of bache‘
feelings for M ary. She has
Jors are wonderfully convincing,
become an integral part of their
The transformation from Dorn
iives, rather than an inconvenPengnon to baby formula is
ience.
very entertaining.
The finale is a sensitive disAltogether the film is a sucplay of the three men’s emo-cess. Three Men and a Baby gets
tions. The ending is a bit silly,
three stars.

Madness at the
movie theatre

By John Martucci
Correspondent______________

A few weeks ago I had the
pleasure of writing a movie
newspaper

W hat wasn’t so

' r,
;t •
;
was the
theater I
feel this
is just a
iL v
„liai;*„
increasing lack of quality in
movie theaters. This has been
sparked by a disease I affectionatly term, “Triplexolitus.”
Triplexolitus is the disease
that affects the owner of the
movie houses. It alters the mind
and allows it only to see dollar
figures. Eventually the disease
results in the destruction of huge
70mm single screen theatres.
They are replaced by boxy little
rooms they have the gall to call
cinemas.
I saw Hiding Out at the
Roberts Wellmont Triplex in
Montclair. I had the misfortune
of choosing the one theater
without heat. The other two
theaters, as one usher was happy
, ,
, I, f
to show me, were full of heat.
■,
Ti . • . r i
The kind of heat you d associate
. . . .
. L
,
with a burning house and asPhyxiatlonWhat I’m trying to get you
to see with this “Lady and the
Tiger” story, is the haphazard

build these triplexes. Not only
is the quality of the film damaged by the size of the screen
and the cinema, but, the conditions are horrendous.

« These SlUyt P-°yS ° f h ° W

frenzy these owners are in to
reserved for that courageous
young filmmaker or that great
foreign film,
A,.
„
... „ ..
L“ and John Sayles are known

r yw
:rsir“ e- b™™°{ thesersibilities-

Rocfe-n-ReCt
pMquafo DiFuEcft
I think I’m turning Japanese, I think I’m turning Japanese,
I really think so...Big news out of the record industry last week
was that CBS Records was bought by the Sony Corporation.
How will this affect Columbia artists like Billy Joel and Bruce
Springsteen? Insiders say Sony plans no major shakeups, but
who knows...Paul McCartney has a “best o f ’ collection on the
way...Robert Plant’s newest effort should hit the stores before
Spring ‘88...Big show at MSG Dec. 13. Stars include Paul
Simon, Dion, Ruben Blades, Grand Master Flash, Lou Reed,
James Taylor, Chaka Khan, Nile Rodgers and Paul Shaffer
and the World’s Most Dangerous Band. The concert benefits
Mobile Medical Units of the New York Children’s Health
Project...Can U believe U2 is still on tour?...Hooters tixs on
sale in Student Center Annex. Get ‘em while they last. Dec.
8 Memorial Auditorium show is sponsored by Class One
Concerts...Smiths album Strangeways, Here We Come is worth
a listen or twenty...Last issue’s trivia answer: Long John Baldry
discovered Rod Stewart playing guitar and singing the Blues
in a London train station...Dis Veek: What rock star was born
Vincent Furnier and where did V.F. get his stage name
from?...Dot’s all...

h a p p en in g s
Hooters Hit MSC
Class 1 Concerts presents the Hooters and Glenn Burtnick
Tues. Dec. 8 at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium.
Tickets are going fast! Buy your ticket at the old Pilgrim
Bank across from the Book Store. Admission is $14 with student
ID and $18 for non-students and those purchased at the door.
Major Theatre Series
The Major Theatre Series production of Hot L Baltimore
runs Wed. through Sat. Dec. 2-5, at 8 p.m. in the Memorial
Auditorium. There will be one matinee performance on F it
Dec. 4 at 2:15 p.m.
Ticket prices are: $6 standard, $5 senior citizens, MSC faculty,
staff and alumni, and $3 for students with ID. For more
information call 893-4205 or 893-4380.
Studio Theatre Series

The Studio Theatre Series presents Godspell from Thurs.
to
Sat. Dec. 10 to Dec. 12 at 8 p.m. There is one matinee
y °u’ weu De aone Wlin con
Maybe these superplex cinemas
on Sun.
saw it inI
struction soon,” just don t cut aren’t reallv filling the cans
in Dec. 13 at 2:15.
part in the
:t arwrnnrP How about keenine are” 1 re^ lly “ llin8 tne 8aPs
in
Tickets
are $2 standard, $1 with MSC ID. Tickets cannot
ll anymore- How at>out KeePin8
society that they should fill,
tbe pnce down? Or at least
be reserved; they must be picked up the night of the performance
giving us a free cup of hot
There should be a little give
in the Studio Theatre Box Office. For more information call
chocolate with any viewing of
and take. They take: all the
893-5112.
a movie at the Wellmont.
magic out of going to a movie,
I
Sometimes I can see the
our money and our comfort. We
Faculty Recital
advantages of these tremendous
get: a wider variety of films, yet,
Eleanor Nelson presents a piano recital of works by Brahms,
multi-movie houses. For instale popcorn, higher prices and
Beethoven,
Scarlatti and Chopin on Fri. Dec. 4 at 8 p.m. in
stance, if you have 36 theaters
numb toes from the sub' zer0
the McEachern Recital Hall.
jn the Willowbrook Mall, it is
temperatures,
Admission is free. For more information call Jerry Szubin
concievable that you would
It’s as the old adage says: “If
893-7210.
show Rocky /L in approximateyou’re going to do something,
iy 15 theaters. In 15 of the
do it right.” These theater
Crafts Show
others, Rambo Three leaving owners should keep that in
five Sp0ts for the teen flick of mind next time they reconstruct
The 11th Annual Crafts Show and Sale, sponsored by the
the month. The last one is some multi-monster.
MSC
Staff Association and the Women of MSC, will be held
—
WM„ r T IT""
in
the
Student Center Ballrooms on Thurs. Dec. 3 from 10
op
a.m. to 4 p.m.
j Im tant Chlb H it.............................................Dead Milkmen
Admission is free.
..............................................................Anthrax
- ,, . e
. .
_
3. Next Saturday A fternoon.................... Thelonious Monster
Dance Concert
. ,
T.
J
™
4. Long Live The New Flesh..............................Flesh for Lulu
_ .... * ..
„ .
c
____.
,r. .
5. The Mirror Test ...............................Sad Lovers and Giants
The MSC Repertory Dance Company Will present Works6 Like a Z om bie.................................... . Lincoln Conspiracy
A xFoot, an informal preview of the 1988 Spring Dance Festival
7. The N ils .....................................................................The Nils
ori Mon. and Tues. Dec. 7 and 8 at 7:30 p,m. in H-104, Morehead
Hall.
»• Earth’ Sun’ M,o o n ................................ Eove„ and Roc*e*s
Admission for students and senior citizens is $2 and $4 for
PoP Goes the Wor,d • • ......................... Men Without Hats
1®* Love....................................................................................AztecCamera adults. Tickets are available at the door
jBEgjia a a a sBm ^
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S izzlin g su cc e ss fo r M TS
By Jennifer G. Stelevich
Arts Editor_________________
The following review is from
the final dress rehearsal o f Hot
L Baltimore.
The Major Theatre Series
production of Hot L Baltimore
is a blazing success. This
comedy-drama is touching with
its warm characters and exhibits
the elements required for a
professional presentation.
The play is set in the lobby
of the Hotel Baltimore on a
recent Memorial Day. Its ap
pearance is dreary and life-less
until the remarklable characters
enter one by one.
The plot of Hot L Baltimore
introduces many characters and
conflicts. O ccasionally the
play’s theme and main focus are
lost. This is not the fault of the
director or actors—both were
fantastic. The story presented
too many ideas to be fully
understood.
The major conflict involves
the desperate condition of the
hotel. The residents receive
eviction notices, but a unanim
ous interest is not expressed.

Some of the tennants plan to
leave but others make no effort
or don’t express their feelings.
Scenic and lighting designer
David K. Campanile created a
marvelous set. The realistic
features decorating the stage
present an aura of passed lux
ury. Cam panile’s depressed
scenery is wonderfully detailed
with an old-fashioned switch
board phone system, ripped
couch cushions and drab walls.
M ichael Kronberg plays
hotel keeper Bill Lewis. He is
in the unfortunate position of
dealing with the zany tennants.
Complaints of orange running
water and broken elevators are
his morning greetings. Lewis is
humorous and fatherly. Kron
berg presents the character well.
One of the most notable
performers is Sandra M. Rossi.
Her character, usually called
Martha, is a hyperactive 19 year
old. She breathes life into the
old hotel. With her annoying
questions and “never give up”
attitude, she is a joy to watch.
Director Gordon Edelstein
could have made Martha into
a one woman show. Rossi’s

Short C u ts
Bonfire-D on’t Touch the Light
(RCA)
From Germany comes one
more forgettable band to be
thrown onto the discount rack.
Their sound is so close to that
of Scorpions that it’s suprising
that copyright infringements
have not insued. They have even
gone so far as to incorporate the
talents of Deter Dirks, the
producer of Scorpions.
From their tedious two min
ute long introduction to the first
cut “S tarin’ Eyes,” to their
attempt at some sort of political
statement “S.D .I.,” Bonfire’s
songs are boring, repetitive and
mediocre at best.
Songs like “No More” and
“Hot to Rock” are about as trite
as metal can get. All o f you got
so much facination/ All we can
do is play and turn you on/
What we will give back to you/
C ’m on now sing and let it
go...Convinced yet?
I am not trying to knock
heavy metal, for there are some
good acts around. I myself grew
up on bands like Deep Purple,
Ozzy Osbourne and Judas Pri
est. Unfortunately, they are few
and far between.
Bonfire is nothing more than
a heavy metal band with no
personality that 14 year old
metalheads can bang their prepubescent skulls to.
Those who are slightly more
discriminating about their metal
intake will find nothing new in
Bonfire.
—Raymond Ecke

Mama’s Boys - Growing Up the
Hard Way (Jive Records)
Mama’s Boys’ latest release
Growing Up the Hard Way is
uneven at best. Their leadoff
track and first single “Waiting
for a Miracle,” is catchy and
commercial in a Bonjovi-ish
way. From here the rest of the
record goes downhill.
Songs like “Bedroom Eyes,”
“Blacklisted” and “In Over My
Head” are really nothing
more than basic blues rills that
have been done hundreds of
times by better bands. The song
“Hot Blood” sounds so much
like their other song “Waiting
for a Miracle,” it’s embarrass
ing.
The problem seems to be that
Mama’s Boys has no focus.
Some songs are typical rowdie
metal rockers, others are funky
and danceable and some are
Journey-like ballads. The listen
er is left wondering which is the
real Mama’s Boys. It’s apparent
by their smattering of every pop
cliche that they must want and
need some radio airplay desper
ately.
However, “Growing Up the
Hard Way” is not a complete
loss for the Irish rockers. Their
remake of Stevie W onder’s
“Higher Ground” is surprisingly
well done.
Instead of trying to be an
over-produced mish-mash of
every pop metal hook, Mama’s
Boys should concentrate on
developing their own distinct
sound.
-Raymond Ecke

vivacity kept her character in a
constant whirlwind. With
youthful games and gestures,
Martha amuses herself. Stran
gely enough, she has train
schedules memorized. Several
times she names a train as it
passes and stirs angrily because
it’s late.
Martha’s fascination with the
trains is parallel to the theme
of passing time. The lives of the
residents are as stale as the
hotel. The portrayal of the
hotel’s decline represents the
character’s decaying lives.
Joy Trapani is fantastic as
Mrs. Bellotti. Her unmatched
clothes and nasal drawl are
hilarious. Mrs. Bellotti has a
small part, but she babbles to
anyone who will listen. Trapani,
with her whining accent, does
a fine job.
Jefferey L. Wingfield plays
aged resident Mr. Morse. The
youth that emanates from him
serves as evidence of the hotel’s
past lustre. He scuttles around
the lobby with well-performed
rickety movements. He is enter
taining with his witty phrases
and remarks. Wingfield gives a
great performance.
Hard-nosed Jackie is played
by Linda Walsh. Wearing an

Cast members rehearse for Hot L Baltimore.
army shirt and work boots, she
is the boldest character in the
show.
Her brother Jamie is played
by talented Alan Cam eron
Scott. He is her opposite, re
presenting a disturbed, shy boy.
Jackie is outspoken and often
vulgar. Walsh is successful with
her character because she also
exhibits the motherly (or father
ly) feelings she has for Jamie.
Jodi Plaia adds even more
color to the marvelous cast. As
Aprii Green, she is a trashy
prostitute. Her one-liners are
hysterical. April is a pitiful
character with a dim future
equal to that of the hotel.
The theme of despair and loss
of the “American Dream” is

depicted through the characters.
As each train passes by the
hotel, the passage of time is even
more alarming.
The Major Theatre Series
production of Hot L Baltimore
is a smooth and entertaining
show. A talented cast and welldesigned set give a great perfor
mance.
Hot L Baltimore runs Wed
nesday through Saturday, De
cember 2-5 at 8 p.m. in the
Memorial Auditorium. There is
one matinee on Friday De
cember 4 at 2:15 p.m.
Tickets are $6 standard, $5
senior citizens, MSC staff and
alumni and $3 for students with
MSC ID.

Jewish Student Union Presents

* > «$ * * *

Wed. Dei. 9 at 8:00 pm
SC Balltoom B
fust $3.00 w/cefreshments

Enter the M arathon o f just dance
fo r fun!
P R IZE S w ill be awarded!

JSU Is a Class IV of the SGA
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It W ould T ake
] ( l M ore T han T his A d
„ T o List T he B est
„
O pportunities for
Your F irst C areer
In R etail M anagementSo W e ll M ake It
S imple For Yo u .

Are You Interested In A Career
Working With The Handicapped?
M eet Our Professional Staff
----------------------At T h e -----------------------

UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY— NYS
Day Treatment Center
OPEN HOUSES
Monday, December 7

¥>u’re
smart enough
to calculate
the size of a
Hydrogen
atom.

Wednesday, December 9

10am -3pm
10am-3pm
Jerome Belson Center
Cora Hoffman Center
2324 Forest Ave (Cor. South Ave) 150 Street & Morris Avenue
Bronx. NY
Staten Island, NY

You can tour a Day Treatment Center and observe our innovative pro
grams in action, participate in an informal question and answer session,
and if you wish, be interviewed right on the spot. Full time and part time
positions are available for students majoring in health related fields
including:

And you’re
still smoking?

PSYCHOLOGY• SPECIAL EDUCATION• RECREATION
SPEECH THERAPY• SOCIAL WORK • PLUS OTHER RELATED FIELDS
UCP-NYS offers excellent
salaries, outstanding full-time
me
benefits and unique
opportunities for profes
sional fulfillment. We
are an equal opportunity
.employer m/f.

Please send your resume to: Tony Romandetti, Manager
of Human Resources, 1770 E. Lancaster Ave.. Suite 4,
Paoli, PA I9301. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

IIIf unable to attend an OPEN
HOUSE, please call
(212) 947-5770 or 594- 8159
for more information.
U S. D e p a rtm e n t o f H e a lth A H u m a n S ervices

A COM PANY O N T H E M O VE.

»OOOOOOOOOO^OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOs

Seasonal Help

i

Stockers Cashiers
Salespeople
Service Merchandise, one of the
nation's largest catalog showroom
retailers, has immediate openings
for part-time Salespeople, Stockers,
and Cashiers for the holidays.
We offer
*Flexible day/evening hours
"Excellent wages and benefits
"Immediate employee discounts
Apply in person now:
SERVICE MERCHANDISE
WEST BELT PLAZA
RT. 23 SOUTH
WAYNE, NJ

K.
>rn

THERE’S NOTHING
ROMANTIC
ABOUT RAYING
TOO MUCH
FOR A DIAMOND

YOU

CAN
HAVE ALL THIS:
• GREAT SALARY
• EMPLOYEE
DISCOUNTS
• FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES

• 100% TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT
FOR T W O
COURSES PER
SEMESTER

FOR W O R K IN G JU S T
16 HOURS A T 1 PLACE *
A Subsidiary of Melville Corp.

/m m m \
A COMPANY ON THE MOVE.
‘Stop in our nearest store to discuss part-time
opportunities w ith our Store Manager.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

better selection or better price
A diamond has always been
anywhere. Guaranteed.
a symbol of love and romance.
At Fidelity it s even more so. Be
Why not come into Fidelity and
cause we only sell hand-picked
see for yourself? You may just
leave with a diamond. Nine out
diamonds of the finest quality.
of ten people do.
Fidelity is a direct
FID
ELITY
And spend the money
importer located right
D
IA
M
O
N
D
you've saved on other
here in New Jersey. So
I'mvmK'
C
O
R
P""**1
things. Like each other.
you simply can t find a
5 West Passaic Street. Rochelle Park. NJ (210) 368-2440.
0000000000000004
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______classified
Personals_____
—Trixie- I’ve read the personals
you’ve left for some guy named
John. Why don’t you forget
John and write me one. Inter
ested D.T.
—Ger-1 do not feel like listening
to music. Let us just drive
around and go see the “Lights.”
The man behind the wheel.
—To Silc- To find message,
enter doorway, and look fut
Santa. Merry Christmas, The
Shadow.
—Murph- That was the last
Thanksgiving that you won't see
my face. LC.
—Pumpkin- This past month
has been the best in my life. I’m
looking forward to many more,
hope you are too. Love, Ron.
—To Jody on 4B- “What’s the
Score.” Rob.
—Phi Chi Theta- Thanks for all
the good times. Have a safe and
Happy Holiday. Get ready for
next semester. Love, Gina.
—To Mare- I love your “Me
Guppies.” Your secret admirer.
—W. Cream- Having the time
of my life. You’re the best.
Together forever- just you and
me. Love you with all my heart.
Future Mrs. W. Cream.
—Mariel- Just where is it you
sweat again? Hope you save this
one too or the marriage is off!
Dan
—To Chrissy 11OB-“Okie Doekie.”
—Peck- What is if? Mare.
—Trill- Looking forward to a
hazy shade of winter. Moved.
—Donna-Marie- Thanks ifb|l
the hugs and showing me you
are a gal that really knows how
to use your ears. The “Yearbook
Weasel.”
—Porter- Look out Montclair,
she’s back. And better than
ever! I love ya, Mary O.
—Wendi- Ya just gotta have
faith.
—Laurie- Are you back where
you belong? Just wondering. I
love you! Pasquale
—To the guy with the blue
eyeliner- Thanks for the 5:00
shadow! Love, Shave-on.
—Black Sheep are #1! Baaa.
—To my happy camper- I’m
glad our relationship is more
than a hook-up. Love, someone
special.
—Chris S., Tommy L., and Don
O.- Heard you had to change
lanes coming back from NJIT.
Sorry about that, next time I’ll
try hard to keep it inside. Ha!
Ha!
—To Sue, Lisa, and Mark*
W atch out for that deadly
kwashiorkor! Just a friendly
reminder from your fellow Bio:
classmate. Terri.
—Mike- About that pact of
ours - I want it in writing! See
you in about 10 years. Love,
Terri.
—To the man in 209A, that they
call Sooty- You’re hot. The
blond in your mythology class.
—Tom and Chris- Watch out
for the gay man sitting next to
you. Ha! Save the Gerbils!
—Dearest Nymphos- Come and
get us. The men of 10.

—JM B - I do ju st wuv
you.....booty. Me!
—Drew- Can you add me to
your list?! Please?! Just another
bimbo.
—Kim T. 304A- Happy Birth
day. We can’t stop drinking til’
the Fat Lady Sings! We love
you. The Girls.
—Jill- Hi Ya! Thanks for being
such a wonderful friend. Love
ya silly, Kristin.
—I think I left my slippers under
your bed. Love, Jan.
-«Wendi- People say I’m the life
of the party cause I tell a joke
or two. Although I might be
laughing loud and hearty, deep
inside I’m blue...sometimes its
not easy to trace the tracks of
my tears. Love ya, Mary.
—To M.S.C.- I want to catch
you under the mistletoe.
—Dear Felix 202A-1 love you
babe. Merry Christmas. Take
care of that foot. Yours forever,
ME.
—Jeff Baker- Sorry about the
phone call the other week.
Please do excuse my attitude.
Are we still friends? “Ne”
—To the hottest looking foot
ball player at MSC, #37- Some
body, meaning me, is watching
you!
—Scott (A man of Stone)Y ou’re such a sw eetheart.
Thanks for being a great friend.
Love, your form er karate
partner.
—Robin- Carlos Santana lives!!
Maty.-'f ,■;*
- G in a - We haven't done an
overnight- but I know what
you’re known for. This could
turn out to be a canine caper!
Keep reading on. Secret St.
Nick.
—To “Schnowzer’s” ownerBehind the face of Schnowzer’s
relative lies the clue. Luv, Your
SS
—Jodi (5D05?)- We’ve talked
briefly at times and I’ve been
infatuated with you from the
first word. I doubt anything will
happen, yet at the same time,
I hope something does. Your
Passionate Escort.
—Hey “Huge”- I guess Hegababe liked your Snoopy outfit
last Friday. ?
—Patti- Take your earrings
next time! I hope you get used
to what you consider “Yuk.”
Well see what happens. Love,
your bonehead.
—Fater Langham- You sleep in
the strangest places. “What?" PZ 51.

—Rob Aeerra, SGA PresidentYou’re the ultimate hypocrisy!
You say that you're for us, the
students, yet you use the phones
as a power piece. Don’t punish
everyone for someone’s mis
take, A Student.
—Dear Pete- Thanks for being
there When I needed a friend.
Love ya.
—Riffer- Happy Birthday! Be
happy!..Not Miserable. Ha! Ha!
Love ya, Ang.
—To Laura and Adrian- You
hot babes! Come out and play.
—Sharif- Don’t forget about the
dinner you promised me! Youknow-who.

—Dear Eugene- You can sleeze
with me anytime! A Sigma who
knows.
—Wendy and Karen in 815- I
really enjoy your company.
Someday we have to get togeth
er for a “threesome.” A Friend
in Bohn.
—To the Definitely Guy- Is the
feeling still mutual? If you
decide to disappear, I wish you
would tell me first. J.
—To my sisters- I mega love
you guys: Suzi, Paula, Kelli,
Claire. Love, Cin.
—Droopy-1 just wanted to wish
you a Happy Birthday! Have a
great day! Let’s celebrate. Banzi
or bust! Love ya forever, Killer.
—Get your “family” together
and enter the Family Feud.
Applications available in CLUB
office.
—302B “Devil”-1 have a “burn
ing desire!” You make me
“sizzle.” Wish you were willing
to get burned. Maybe just feel
a little heat? Interested.
—Gregory- Thanks for setting
everyone straight on the scann
ing, scheming b----- 1. You and
Karen are the best friends
anyone could ask for. I love ya.
Kathleen.
—To Sharon- The best big a
little can have. I love you. Your
little, Marie.
—Luisa- You are utterly amaz
ing, terrific, charming, delight
fully provocative, tremendously
sincere, outrageously genuine,
etc, etc. But “Fantastic?” Guess
who!
—Father Art- Happy Birthday
to the best advisor a fraternity
could have. Love, The Men of
Senate.
—Father Art- The best friend
I could have. Thanks for always
brightening up my day. Lots of
love on your Birthday. Love,
Dawn.
—Padre Art- Have a happy
birthday! When are you getting
that tattoo? Guess who?
—Lisa- Simply put....thanks.
You mean alot to me, sis! Love
ya, Trisha.
—Ginny- You mean to tell me
that all this time it was the
wrong guy? Next time identify
your men while you’re still
straight. I never got a look at
the right one either...show me
next week! Love ya, Trisha.
—Dear Dave, Laura & Mark,
Michelle & Paul, and Carolyn
& Tommy- Was I really in the
fetal position on the floor?
Love, Lisa.
—To my “secret” admirer- Do
you have the time for me? Lori
in 306, not 303.
—15- You finally “get it up” to
16 and you fall asleep. Too bad,
you look real cute in a bathrobe!
Loveya, 16.
—Dear Dave- Thanks for being
the perfect gentleman. I had a
great time. Love, Lisa. PSThanks for the rose.
—Brian- If you want to play
games, play with your ball and
bat...not my mind. Signed,
Frustrated on 14.
—M att
C larkM ooooooooooooooo! Eve
ryone.

—To Paula on 14- Curious?
Awaiting your reply. Tennesse
Jed.
—“Shadow” a.k.a. PorkchopThanks for helping entertain
Dara till 9:00. How much is that
doggie in the window? One of
the “bobsy” twins on 5D.
—Kerry- After how many years
of good times in high school,
frat parties etc. you are gonna
let this ruin our friendship? I
really wanna talk but I don't
think you do. Let me know if
you’re still my friend. Fm ready
if you’re willing. Signed- Bos
ton.
—Max- The past two weeks
have been fantastic. You’re too
much. PI.
—The Spiit- How much was it,
a dollar ninety-nine? Were the
seats sticky when you came or
when you left? Love, Mex, 16
& 4.
—Go get wet- Voglio dire sei
un caro amico- grazie per tuttospeciaimente per i “ Hugs”Luisa.
—Fluffy- Tequila shots and
frozen margaritas real soon with
Casanova and company. Love,
“Bubbs.”
—Casanova- You’ve got the
moves baby, I’ve got the mo
tion. If we ever get together we’d
be causin’ a commotion! Love
you, “Madonna.”
—Happy 21st Kathy MaloneyWhen are we drinking? 21
comes only once... You had best
enjoy (and consume)! We love
you! Terri and Trish.
—Sugar Britches- Great time
shooting craps with you. Next
time don’t roll so many “7’s.”
The way I see it you owe me
$500. Love, Tony Marciano.
—Paula- Here is the personal
that you requested. PSC.
—Noelle- Happy 18th Birth
day! Hope you enjoy it and
don't drink too much. See you
tonight. Mike.
—To Dominic (2A15)- I’ve seen
you around and find you very
interesting. Love, an interested
Blanton Hall resident. (More
clues to follow).
—To Eric (2C08)- Guess what?
The answer to your question is
“yes.” Mary.
—Hey Little One- I hope you
are feeling well and I just wrote
to say I love you.
—Guinevere- I’m still lost in the
black forest. I’ll be out shortly
and then we’ll be together.
Lancelot.
—Scott Califano in 100- Who .
do you think you are- a king?
Next time there’s a fire drill, get
your own ass up, or have Joyce
give you a nudge to get you up!
Yours truly, A friend in Free
man.
—“Bubba”- Don’t stay con
fused about T.M., A.C. or ?
Sooner or later you will have
to choose. Luv, Antonette.
—Anthony- Things turn out the
way they do for a reason. I don’t
know what ours was yet. You
will always be a memorable part
of my life. Baby I love you
always. “A.”
—Lynn on 4- Stop teasing me!
Let me have it. The “D.”

—Valerie-1 can’t believe I found
someone as wonderful and as
special as you. I really love you!
Russ T.
—Ginny- K-mart has a sale on
Rolodex’s. Let’s go get one in
your new car! Should we put
them in by first or last name?
Love, Russ (Mascot).
—Jim N.- Is it true that the back
burner died out? Guess who.
—Bat Girl- Even though we
haven’t talked much because we
have been so busy, I just want
to tell you again that your
special and loved! Catman.
—Victorian- There are “nice”
girls here. Get to know us first,
then well talk about it. Lisette.
—Resident of 1024 Bohn- I
don’t know your name, but I
know where you live. I love you.
PS-1 love to watch you eat.
—To Suite 3A01-3A03 &
Kathy- Thanks for all the help
and laughs this year. Many
more to come. Love yas, Margett.
—To the Ungawa Pres- Ever
yday with “the blond” is a new
adventure. Keep laughing. Moe.
—To Mark Scott of BlantonYour conversations are boring,
your sex life with me is boring.
Well Nupe, I guess you’re not
the man you appear to be.
—To Mark Scott- You were a
much better person before your
head grew over 6 weeks. It
seems to be longer than your
sausage. Signed, Guess who?
-V ic to ria n - In response to
your plea: “There's nothing you
and I won’t do, 111 stop the
world and melt with you.”
Leather and Lace.
—Poopie- Please smile! I’m
always here for you, just re
member that. Love, your best
friend and roomie.
—M ary, K aren, Carm en,
Yvette, Margett, Tiff, Leah,
Jay, Gail & John- Partying with
you guys is the best! I hope
there’s more fun to come. Love,
Mol (4C08).
—To my “ boyfriend” Eric
(2C08)-1 really enjoy our Wed
nesday night talks. You’re a
terrific friend. Sorry about the
soda. Love, Molly (4C08).
—Lenny- No other man can
please me like you can. I wanna
dance with you. XO, Whitney.
—Billy- Aren’t you one of those
TKE’S? Didn’t you win a whole
bunch of homecoming awards?
That’s what I thought. Guess
who?
—Dave Corsaky- Congratula
tions! Best of Luck for your
wedded future and like. Love,
Your “Magpie” Meddler.
—Hey Renata- I saw a pair of
ears by the annex. Did you see

then*?
—Ann Marie- How’s the Panda
and Kowaia in the cage doing?
And the other couples?
— M are-my ex-room m ateCan’t wait for another episode
in “Days at Rider.” Get it? Miss
ya, Ang.
—Hey Pam- Hope everything
is going o.k. overseas. We are
thinking about you over here.
Your friends at MSC.
cont. on pg. 20
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—The Aquatic Klub wishes to
thank all members who partic
ipated in Wednesday night’s
meeting.
—YES! The California “RAI
SINS” are having a BOXER
SHORTS weekend, Dec. 11th
and 12th. Be sure to wear your
boxers! “The Raisins.”
—Maria- Listen to “Your Time
Is Gonna Come” by Led Zep
pelin. The first 16 words are all
about you. You’ll get what you
deserve. Greg.
—Desperately Seeking my big,
big Daryl. Love, your little,
little.
—Kelly- First we were friends,
now we are life long sisters!
Love ya, Marie.
—To the Party Crew on the
third floor (you know who you
are)-“l never” had such a great
time! Social drink. Mary.
—To the Ungawa PledgesRemember you haven’t gone
th rough hell night yet. Be
prepared. “The prez.”
—Hillary- You’ll have to earn
your nickname while intoxicat
ed like the best of the tree. So,
okay, when do we drink?! Love
ya, Flame.
—Brat (PZ 50)- Forget the beer,
I want bucs! Are you hungry
yet? It’s after 2 p.m.! Love,
Flame (Scroll #41).
—Looking for a bartender, Ed
would you like to volunteer? PManor.
—Steve Spadaro-1 think you’re
the hottest male on earth!
Paula.
—To 4- Have you met any nice
old men lately that you want to
share a bench with? Did the mad
scientist slime you also? Love,
1,2, 3.
—Dino Bambino, still luvs me?
Hoping you’ll be patient until
I’m with you again. Yours
always, Pumpkin.
—To “my” Bahamian Bound
Buddy- Here’s to Booze cruises,
umbrella drinks, and toga par
ties. We will have a blast! Love
ya, “Your” Bahamian Bound
Buddy.
—I should have gone with
him ...no one would have
known...and it wouldn’t have
made a difference! Oh Guy!
—Dear Ellen- I’m really glad
you came after all! How about
10 m ore corned-beef sand
wiches for the ride home? My
last treat of course.
—To Ralph and Ralph- Hope
you both had a great time. Ben
was not very happy with you.
Next time remember to bring a
few extra hefty-bags, some lysol
and a bottle of Pepto-Bismol!
—Dear Jim- Thanks for your
help im making me a “real”
man. By the way-could I please
have a few “bics” for Christmas?
I’m running low. Love, you
know who.
—Catman- Your still my special
someone. You always will be.
Keep the faith. I love you.
Batgirl.
—Creator-1 hope you get what
you want no matter what you
must do or got to get it. I’d love
to go with you though. “Lambchops.”

—Ken Luv-1 love you so much.
You mean the world to me!
Your secret admirer D.K. PSI miss you!
—“ VW "- T hree’s a crow d.
Hasta Luego!
—Frankie- Sure am glad I took
acting. Velma.
—To all gamblers- The number
is 1-800-ROLLLLLLL-EM.
—To the 2:00 Art Therapy
class- Thank you! Love, Lisa.
—To Eileen (106B)- You’re a
great girl and I would like to
take you out. I’m a nice guy
whom you know. Love, PZ 53.
—302B “Devil”- I think I’m in
love! Interested.
—Dr. Dirty this Friday niteFor interested single female.
Trans, provided, expenses paid.
Find phone number in previous
ads. Tyler.
— Pebbles- T hank you for
showing me the time of my life.
Your meat.
—To Anthony the dancer-1 saw
you at the lights in Dubuque.
Interested??
—To all the “Greatful Dead”
Business Majors- Have a very
H appy Thanksgiving! Eat,
Drink, and be Merry! Live,
Love, and Laugh! Love and
Laughter, “A Greatful Dead
Business Major.”
—To D onna and MichelleThanks for listening to my
“bitches.” What would I do
without you both? I know- have
major stomach problems! Love,
Lori Co-Chair.
—To Amelia and Giant- Wish
ing you both a Happy, Happy,
Happy Birthday and a very
Happy Thanksgiving! Amelia,
how’s the hangover? Love and
Laughter, Candace.
—Shanon- “We’re off to see the
wizard!...” My monkey was
kidnapped! The last place he
was seen was behind “Roadside
America.” Splat! Noelle.
—Sex- 1 want M .O.R. No
strings, no commitments. Inter
ested females must communi
cate shared desires here. Hung
ry.
—Suzi on 14-1 saw you in the
quad on Thursday. You have
great legs. Feel like a stranger.
—Anne & Lynn- T hanks.
Sorry, but you know I don’t
come easy. (Ha, Ha) No signa
ture as usual.
—Mary Lou- I’d like to have
more psychoanalytical sessions
real soon. Maybe over Chinese
food?
—Missy- on the fifth floor- I’ve
been dying to meet you. I’ll wink
twice.
—To my big AIX SisterThanks for my good luck bear.
I can now say it worked, I’m
in. Thanks for all your encou
raging words. Love, Your little,
Beth
—Dear Jim, George, and HeidiThanks for all the fun on the
ride home arid remember, it was
all in good fun.
—Ben- You definitely need
help! You’re going the wrong
way again.
—To the girls in 3B02- You guys
are fun to party with. We’ll have
to do it again. Love, Your
Neighbors in 3A01.

—Adventurers- Beware the evil
and the good stay on the path
of wood. K. Jared.
—Picture This LTD is produc
ing quality picture frames for
that perfect holiday gift. Con
tact Industrial Studies Dept.
—If a picture is worth a thou
sand words, then a picture
frame to cherish these pictures
is priceless. Contact Picture
This LTD, Industrial Studies
Dept.
—Gwyn Go back to the begin
ning and look back. Your secret
Santa.
—W JD- How ever you spell it
and in any language, you and
your name are still beautiful to
me.
—Kim- You are cute and do
give some nice looks in the caf,
but why do you play so many
games?
—The great and glorious cock
roach rebellion has begun! Who
will stop these fiendlish mons
ters upon therir war-rats? Who
will save us? N.Y. has already
been taken!
—Ed, Dave, and the infamous
Commodore 64- “Jump! Slam
on the brakes! Speed up! Jump!
Shoot! Slam on the brakes!”
What a way to sober up. An
iguana lover.
—Nancy- Pull that skirt down,
you tramp! Funny how we had
such great times all summer, I
wonder why? Thanks for being
a real friend always. Care for
more peanut M & M’s? I do!
Love, Jodi. PS- Mikey likes it!
—Annie- W h at’s going on
babe? We have to get together
soon! Yoked! Mark.
—Watch out for that monkey!
—To Not a Snot- I don’t know
whether or not you are a snot.
If you tell me who you are
maybe we can talk about it.
Matt Gubola.
—To Not Self-Conscious- I
can’t imagine who you are. (See
also to not a snot) Matt Gubala.
—To Kathy and Karen- Can
this school handle the three
stooges being members? Just
remember we’ll be in the books.
Get Psyched. Love, Stooge #1.
—To the bus and plane wrecks
in 4A20- I know you miss me!
Love, the Car Wreck.
—To Ms. Uterus and her roomate Fallopian tube- “You
never what?" Guess who?
—Mary- Relax, what’s your
name? Red, blue, green, yellow,
on the count of 5 you’ll regain
consciousness...L ove, your
friend in 3B02.
-A ld a - Stop feeling guilty. We
both did what had to be done
and remember, when you’re
sad, they’ll always be another
spring.
F o r

S a le

— 1986 Mazda RX-7: 5 speed,
showroom new, only 6 K miles,
white w/red interior, sunroof,
air, alloy wheels, loaded. Call
226-2688.
— 1985 Trans Am: Midnight
blue, grey interior, fully loaded,
T -roofs, A M /F M
stereo
cassette, PS, PB, PW, P/Locks,
Chapman Alarm, cruise, louv-

ers, 20,000 miles. $10,395. Call
843-7341.
—Guitar: Must see to appre
ciate!! Fernandez w/locking
tremelo. Call John D. at 7832021. Don’t miss this one.
—An awesome car for sale1971 VW Karmann Ghia, cool
est car of the century. $1900.
Ask for Greg in Bohn 210.
— 1976 M onte Carlo: M int
condition, 64,000 miles, white,
red interior, PS, PB, AC, new
brakes, new heater, tires like
new, custom spoke wheels.
$1,900 negotible. Call 777-4456
after 7 p.m.
W

a n te d

—Part-time- Salary $6-$9 per
hour, Little Falls office. Flexible
hours around your class sche
dule. Call 890-0640, 24 hours.
—Typist- Hundreds weekly at
home! Write: P.O. Box 17,
Clark, N.J . 07066
—Massage- By masseur w/8
years experience. Men, women
21 and over only. Scott 2793337.
—We need a secretary with 12 years experience, accurate
skills, and a desire and ability
to learn. Interesting, diversified
position. Call Kathy at 7623700.
—Part-time real estate closing
clerk needed for law firm. Call
Kathy at 762-3700.
—T yping/ W ord Processing
charge by the page. Editing
charge by the hour. Special rates
for students. Call Donna G.
744-7963.
—Part-time home mailing pro
gram. Excellent income. Details
send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to WEST, Box 5877,
Hillside, N.J. 07205.
—Holiday cash- Part-time or
Full-time- earn $9-$l6 per hour,
flexible hours. For interview
call (201) 667-7333. Ext. 5100
Monday thru Friday 10a.ro. to
6 p.m.
—I’ll type your, resumes/cover
letters, term papers, statistical
reports, doctorate thesis, any
professional word processing
job. Call 777-0285 after 6:00
p.m.
—Earn a free trip to Jamaica
for Spring Break ’SS. Contact
Sun Splash Tours Inc. 1-800426-7710 and 212-967-4854.
—Semester Break Work- Na
tional Corporation has several
openings in our housewares
department. $10.25 to start. 10
scholarships awarded, no heavy
lifting involved. Openings in
Passaic, M orris, Som erset,
Union, Hudson, Bergen, and
Essex Counties. Call 680-1777
12-6 p.rn.
—Seeking dependable hotel/
restaurant staff for The Marl
boro Inn. Full and Part-time
positions available including
front desk, waiters, bus persons,
host and kitchen help. Flexible
days and hours. $5 per hour.
Contact Allison or Maria at
783-5300.
—All majors: earn money, gain
experience. Com puter expe
rienced students needed to

become computer lab assistants
for the Spring semester. Appli
cations available in Richardson
W 110A.

Lost and Found
—A hot pink wallet. Last seen
in Rat, Monday, November
30th. Please return if seen or call
if you know anything about it.
Please. 288-3421.

Attention

—Lake Placid Ski Weekend.
Jan. 8 - Jan 10. $145-2 in room,
$140 - 3 in room, $135 - 4 in
room. Includes: R /T transpor
tation, lodging, all meals, fire
places, 2 bars, nightclub/entertainment on premises. Deposit
needed by Dec. 20. Call Tony
360-2933.
—Every Thursday, from 5:30
pm to 7 pm the Medieval and
Renaissance Society hold their
general meetings. All are wel
come. A great imagination is
necessary. For more informa
tion call 427-7524.
—Room/ Apartment for rent.
Kitchen, porch, $250 a month
plus 1/2 utilities. Occupancy
Jan. 1, 1988. Close transporta
tion (NY/NJ), quiet, dead end,
private. Call Michael 783-3883.

Datebook
—Sunday, Dec. 6, The Newman
Community will celebrate Mass
at 11:00 a.m. in Kops Lounge,
Russ Hall and at 7:30 p.m. in
the Newman Center. Advent
Two.
—Monday, Dec. 7, The New
man Community will celebrate
Mass at 3:30 p.m. in the New
man Center.
—Monday, Dec. 7, from 2 p.m.
until 4 p.m., Career Services will
sponsor a seminar, Interviewing
I. This seminar is designed to
provide you with an under
standing of the interview pro
cess. Student Center Annex,
Room 209.
—Monday, Dec. 7, at 8 p.m.,
E.O.F.S.A.B., a class III of the
SGA, will sponsor a discussion
on Apartheid: “It’s Not a Black
and White Thing.” Dr. Sara
Talis will be the presentor.
Admission is free and refresh
ments will be served. The dis
cussion will be held in the
Student Center Annex Room
126.
—Tuesday, Dec. 8, The New
man Community will hold Mass
for the Immaculate Conception
Holyday at 12:15 in the Student
Center Annex Room 126.
—Wednesday, Dec. 9, Mass will
be celebrated at the Newman
Community at 12:15 p.m.
—Thursday, Dec. 10 from 3 4 p.m, Career Services will
sponsor a Resume Clinic. Bring
a copy of your resume and have
a counselor individually evalu
ate its effectivenes. C areer
Services is located in the Stu
dent Center Annex Room 104.
—Thursday, Dec. 10, The New
man Community will sponsor a
Tree Trimming and Pot Luck
Supper beginning at 4:30 pm.
Admission is free.
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THE COLLEGE OF INSURANCE
S tu d y f o r t h e M .B .A . d e g r e e fu ll t im e
a t t h e C o lle g e o f In s u ra n c e
---------------------------------

After college, your first job.
The Montclarion
is getting a job!

JOIN/

...it's never too late!
If you enjoy:
— Writing

A 4 8 c r e d it h o u r p ro g r a m
— Photography
M e e t s A A C S B c u rric u lu m s ta n d a rd s
— Graphic arts
F in a n c e o f In s u ra n c e m a jo rs
— Proofreading
P la c e m e n t a s s is ta n c e in in s u ra n c e o r
— Layout
fin a n c ia l s e rv ic e s
i — Paste-up
G r a d u a te a s s is ta n ts h ip s a v a ila b le
S p rin g o r F a ll 1 9 8 8
Stop by our office
T u itio n re m is s io n f 1 2 c r e d it h o u rs p e r
We welcome new
s e m e s te r
members all year
M o n t h ly s tip e n d , $ 7 OO
W o r k 2 0 h o u rs p e r w e e k in a d s m is - round. It’s never too
late to join.
sio n s , a lu m n i r e la tio n s , c o n tr o lle r .
p e r s o n n e l, d e v e lo p m e n t , s t u d e n t
And remember
s e rv ic e s o r a c a d e m ic s e n d e e s
English, Journalism,

Be realistic.
To get that First job
after college, or to
make that career
move, the job world
demands proficiency.
Berkeley’s Horizons
Program was designed
just for you. Individual
skill modules are struc
tured to train you to the
skill level you need.
Flexible, intensive train
ing can be tailored to
your interests and goals,
including Word Process
ing, Microcomputer
Programming, Data Base
Management Systems,
Speedwriting, Principles
o f Accounting, Business
English, Electronic Type
writing, or Computerized Payroll Systems and many more.
You know it’s true. Despite your degree or experience,
you must be proficient in the essentialbusiness skills to get
that job or promotion.
So call 800-446*5400 now. In three-month day o r sixmonth evening modules, Berkeley’s Horizons Program gives
you proficiency plus lifetime placement service. It's the
business training today's young men and women need, and choose.

Communications, Art
students...
C a ll ( 2 1 2 ) 9 6 2 -4 1 1 1 o r w r i t e office
of a d m is s io n s , T h e C o lle g e o f In s u ra n e e , 101 M u r r a y S t r e e t , N e w Y o rk ,
N Y 10007

The Horizons Program

IT LOOKS GOOD
ON YOUR
RESUME!!!
A Class One of the SGA

Well fly your
student body to
Boston/Washington
for only *39.

A Distinguished Two-Year College O f Business
3 EAST 43 STREET, NEW YORK, NY IS017
CAMPUSES IN M AN H ATTA N, WHITE PLAINS, BREWSTER, H1CKSVILLE, OAKDALE,
WEST PATERSON, WALD WICK, W O OPBRIDGE, M O U N T LAUREL._________

FOREVER TAN
Keep Tour Summer Glow
260 Bettevue Ave.
Upper Montclair/ NJ
Afiove tfie Bellevue Theatre 783-0077

1 /2 Price Tanning SpedaC
Jo in any package at regular price a n d receive a n y package less
th a n or exjuaf to th a t value jbr 1/2 price at time o f renewal.
(\V ith th is coupon)

It’s the lowest one way airfare to Boston or
Washington—lower than the price of a couple of textbooks.
And it doesn’t come with a lot of prerequisites. Just purchase
a round trip ticket, stay over a Saturday night, and be willing
to part with a 25% cancellation fee should you decide to bag
your trip. Seats are limited, but the fare is good on all of
Continental’s plethora of flights to Boston or Washington. The
only thing that leaves more frequently than our flights are the
special $5.00 buses every 15 minutes between our Newark
terminal and Manhattan.
So prove your student body is savvy in the Economics *
Department. Call Continental at 212-519-9494, in Newark at
201-596-6000 or elsewhere at 1-800-525-0280.

m CONTINENTAL

(Cannot 6e used in conjunction witlt any otfier spedai or discount)
Expires Dec. 31, 1987

L.

3
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=Part-Time Sales=

W ith M a n agem en t P o ten tia l
America's Largest Sofabed Specialist
$6.00 per hour plus commission
Excellent exposure into retail world
Good appearance, outgoing
personality and conscientious work
habits necessary

N o E xp erien ce N eed ed
We are open 68 hrs
S a t 10-6
Mon. thru Fri. 10-9
Sun, 12-5
Pick up your hours

Jennifer Convertibles
Contact Mr. Falk: 201-343-0300

<g>196/ Continental Airlines. Inc. -
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sports
Football co-captains look back on careers

Hernandez brothers leave M S C smiling
senior Ernie Giampietro, were
named tri-captains for the up
coming season.
Before the 1987 season, both
Miguel and Ed were named to
the NCAA Division III presea
son All-American team, along
with Horn.
This season, Ed carried 77
times for 301 yards and six
touchdowns while mainly plow
ing holes for Horn to rumble
through enroute to his record.
Throughout his career, Ed
rushed for 629 yards and 14
touchdowns on 152 carries.
Miguel registered 285 total
tackles during his career at
MSC, 103 of them unassisted.
“We had the benefit of work
ing with s great coaching staff
here at MSC, and I’m sure that
what the coaches taught us will
help in the future,” said Ed, who
plans to pursue a career in the
professsional ranks.
M iguel, who m ajors in
Health and Physical Education,
plans to coach football on the
college level in the future.
Miguel offered this advice for
players like himself, who await
a chance to prove themselves to
the coaching staff during early
college years.
“Be patient. You’ll get your
shot, and when you do, make
the most of it.”
The Hernandez brothers cer
tainly have.

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor
The best way to describe this
past football season for co
captains Ed and Miguel Her
nandez is to quote some statis
tics.
The MSC defense, led by
M iguel, the team ’s leading
tackier for the last two years,
allowed a total of 33 points in
six conference matchups.
Tailback Leroy Horn set a
new MSC record for career
rushing yards with 2942, com
piled mostly in the last three
seasons with Ed paving the way
as his blocking back.
That’s the type of impact the
two brothers from Keyport,
N.J. have made on the Indian
football program since their
arrival in 1984.
But if it were not for the
urging of a neighbor, both Ed
and Miguel would have been
headed to different schools.
“I was going to Potomac
State,” said Ed, “but a family
friend had a son who went here
and he kept urging me to take
a look at the school. I’m glad
I did.”
“I was practically enrolled at
Trenton State,” Miguel said. “I

Miguel (I.) and Ed Hernandez.
already had my room assign
ment and schedule. But I talked
to (neighbor) Bob Gross at the
last second and decided that this
was the best place to go.”
Both Ed and Miguel saw
limited playing time during their
freshman year, playing mostly
on special teams and in certain
game situations.
But in their sophomore year,

the brothers forced their way
into the MSC lineup.
“We ran a difficult offense,
but I knew I had to learn the
system better in order to have
a better chance to play,” ex
plained Ed. “I really gave it my
all, and tried to give the coaches
a problem on who they were
going to start.”
Miguel posed the same prob

L a d y H o o p s te r s
ride early strea ks
cont. from back page
Coach Jeffrey feels “the
defense won the game. It held
Stockton to 34 points while we
were able to score 52.”
Junior Sue Becker also had
a good game, sinking four
baskets for eight points.
MSC 81 - Bryn Mawr 49
The team opened its season
with a win against Bryn Mawr
College of Pennsylvania on
November 12 at home.
MSCs Phillips, who led the
team with nine field goals,
scored three quick baskets in the
latter part of the first half to
push the Indians ahead 30-12.
Junior Carolyn Savio scored
11 points while senior Sue
Ehrmann and freshman Francis
Collins scored 10 points apiece.

Dial Classic
cont. from back page
women’s scorers last year and
led the Middle Atlantic Confer
ence in scoring.
The Dial Soap Basketball
Classics is a part of the Dial
A m ateur S ports P rogram .
Among the 32 schools partic
ipating in the Dial Classic series
are Louisiana Tech, Cal StateLong Beach, Arizona State
University, and Kansas.

PRESENTS

—
O
C

lem to the MSC coaching staff.
“I just did everything I had
to do, and I did it with inten
sity,” said Miguel. “I tried to
force Mac (former MSC line
backer coach Mackinley Bos
ton) to play me by working hard
in practice.”
The hard work paid off, as
both Ed and Miguel saw a lot
of playing time. Ed replaced
fullback Pat Luzzi in short
yardage and passing situations,
while Miguel came in on ob
vious running downs.
After enjoying fine sopho
more campaigns, both players
geared up for what what prove
to be big years on both personal
and team levels.
Miguel and Ed earned start
ing positions for the 1986 sea
son. The Indians went 10-2,
capturing the New Jersey At
hletic Conference (N JA C )
Championship before dropping
a 29-15 decision to Ithaca in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) playoffs.
After the season, Miguel and
Ed were First Team All-NJAC
selections at their respective
positions. At the annual foot
ball banquet, both, along with

d ia l
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BASKETBALL
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WHEN: WED. DEC.
WHERE: P A N IE R GYM
TIM E: 8:00 P M - / 1:00PM
APPLICATION OUT:
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 9 7 :4 5 > '
APPLICATIONS AND
AVAILABLEAT TNE
OFFICES:
SILC — RM 121 SC ANNEX 693-5245
STUDENT ACTIVITIES — RM 400 SC
893-4418
FIELDNOUSE
893-7494
—
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SYSTEMS

YOU!!!!
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
EXCELLENT SALARY
PERMANENT — LOCAL ASSIGNM ENTS
FULL TIME—PART TIME—ALL SH IFTS
CALL 3 4 3 4 7 7 7

or
COME TO OCIR OFFICE
1 5 BERGEN STREET
HACKENSACK, N J

Trivia Time-Out
Each week, The Mont clarion publishes a list of sports
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia.
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper,
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. How many innings was the longest major league baseball
game?
2. Who is considered the greatest pacing sire of all time?
3. Who was the first man to throw the discus over 60
feet?
4. What was the name of the team that won the first
USFL Championship game?
5. Who invented basketball?
qtiiusntN sauntf *j q •§ Isn q iu ij ireSnpiw aqi p
iuau&Q
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Answer to last week’s stumper:
Who developed the sport of trampolining? Wilheim Von
Russhagen.
Submitting the correct answer was:
Kelly Murlatt, Gus.
This week’s stumper:
Where was the first baseball game played?

Women’s basketball captains

P hillips, Ehrm ann lead
w om en by ‘exam p le 9
By Mary Carlomagno
Correspondent______________

couldn’t have better leaders
than Sue Ehrman and Nancy
Phillips,” said Jeffrey.
Phillips was the leading scor
er for the Indians last season,
averaging 13.4 points per game,
and also led the team in blocked
shots. This season, Phillips is
again leading the Indians in
scoring, with a 20.5 scoring
average.
Phillips has set individual
goals for herself as well. She
wants to be more consistent in
her play and V ants to make
each game better than the last.’
Coach Jeffrey feels that Phil
lips ‘came into her own last year,
and now she is taking it upon
herself to be a floor leader.’
Leadership is important this
season for the young Indian
team. The starting team consists
of two seniors, one junior, one
sophomore and one freshman,
and the remainder of the team
is comprised of sophomores and
freshmen.
So far, this blend of various
players has worked in the In

Co-captain Nancy Phillips,
one of the only two seniors on
the women’s basketball team,
feels confident about the teams
progress, attributing this to “the
togetherness of the team both
on the court and off.”
The team’s other senior co
captain, Sue Ehrmann, together
with Phillips, forms strong
leadership figures for the young
Indian team.
Ehrmann and Phillips are the
last members of the original
team that Head Coach Jill
Jeffrey began coaching as fresh
men.
The Indians have made a
turnaround over the past few
years under Jeffrey’s coaching.
She believes the recent success
of the team is due to the de
termination of its team captains.
“The young players respect
them not only for their basket
ball ability, but also for their
desire and determination. They

dians’ favor, as the team has
depth and fresh players on the
floor at key points in the game.
Phillips stresses the impor
tance of every player on the
Indian team, as ‘there are four
other people out there on the
court with me, and we are all
equally important.’
The Indians are presently 22 after suffering losses to Kean
on November 28 and Glassboro
on Tuesday night. Phillips
called the loss to Kean “disap
pointing” because the Indians
were ‘strong and really gave it
our all.’
Kean, who made the Final
Four of the NCAA Champion
ships last year, was ‘very com
petitive and were really up to
beat us,’ continued Phillips.
The Glassboro loss was par
ticularly detrimental, as the
Indians fell to 1-2 in conference
play with the defeat.
The Indians will be in action
Friday December 4, and Satur
day, December 5, at Panzer
Gym in the ninth annual Dial
Classic.

SILC
Presents

Candlelight Bowling
■

V/j N '*-'•>% •"

limit 36 couples

S atu rday, D ecem b er 12
9:30 p m till 1:00 am
at
V erona L an es

$10 per couple with M SC ID
$14 per couple without M SC ID
Includes:
3 games...free shoe rental...prizes
...cold buffet...soda

T ick ets on sale M o n d a y,
D ecem b er 7 a t 10:00
in th e S IL C O ffice

More information at following offices
SILC
893-5245

Student A ctivities
893-4418

Fieldhouse
893-7494

Sp o rts
-ir ir 'tr 'tr ir
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Basketball Classic
The women’s basketball team hosts its ninth annual Dial Classic this
weekend at Panzer Gym. It all begins Friday at 6:00 when Muskingum
takes on Buffalo State, followed by the Indians against Upsala at 8:00.
The consolation game will take place Saturday at 2:00, while the
Championship will be decided at 4:00 between Friday’s winners. For
a preview, see the story below.

Win first tw o , drop n ext tw o

Up and down start for wom en’s hoop team
By Jim Agostine
Staff Writer
Glassboro St. 66 - MSC 55
The women’s basketball team
took its second loss of the
season when they faced Glass
boro State College (2-2) on
Monday in their first road game
of the season.
Glassboro came out playing
hard and very intense against
the Indians, with their defense
keying on senior center Nancy
Phillips throughout the game.
The score was tied with three
minutes left in the game, but the
intensity of M SC ’s defense
faded and allowed the Glassbo
ro offense to score.
Coach Jill Jeffrey feels that
“the intensity level of the defense
could be increased and sus
tained throughout the entire
game.” She also “encourages the
players to perform stronger
offensively.”
Freshman Kim Wilson had
an outstanding game against
Glassboro with eight baskets
and four rebounds.

Coach Jeffrey feels that “Wil
son is a very promising player
and is improving with every
game.”
Junior Carolyn Savio also
put on an exceptional perfor
mance, scoring eight points and
grabbing 11 rebounds in her 20
minutes of play.
Phillips, MSC’s leading of
fensive player, scored 11 points
and had two rebounds in the
game.
The Indians fell to 2-2 with
the loss.
Kean 72 - MSC 71
The women’s team suffered
its first loss of the season
Saturday at the hands of Kean
College (3-1).
The evenly matched teams
traded points throughout the
game, going into the lockerroom at the half with the score
tied at 37.
With about two minutes left
in the game, a jumper by Kean’s
Jill Demark tied the score at 67.
Phillips, MSC’s game-high
scorer with 30 points, then hit
a jump shot to push the Indians

up by two points.
Merry Beth Ryan of Kean
tied the score at 69, and shortly
after, Demark scored again,
giving the Cougars a two point
edge.
With 31 seconds left in the
game, Phillips scored a basket
to tie the game up at 71. Ten
seconds later, Kean guard Ver
meil Jacobs supplied the win
ning margin with a free throw.
M SC’s Wilson and Savio
each enjoyed a fine game,
scoring 10 points apiece.
MSC 52 - Stockton St. 34
The Indians played against
Stockton State College (1-2) on
November 24 and notched their
second victory of the young
season.
Nancy Phillips led the offense
by scoring 23 points, 15 of which
were in the second half.
Stockton played hard and
caught the Indians off guard
with their full court press that
the young team was not used
to, shutting the Indians down
early in the second half.
cont. on p. 22

W h a t’s W h a t
in MSC sports
The MSC Bowling team beat St. Peter’s College 22-4 last Sunday, registering its second win in
two weeks. Gary McCarthy led the team to victory with a 256-672 series. Karen Shaffer also
attributed to the win by bowling a 580 series. The Indians later suffered a loss to Seton Hall,
however, by a score of 14-2. McCarthy led the team’s attempt with a 279-679 series. McCarthy’s
six game total of 1349 for the day ranked third highest in the E.I.B.C-N.J. division. Upcoming
matches: Sunday, at the Lodi Lanes, Lodi, NJ, against N.J.I.T. and Bryant College of Rhode
Island, 11:00 a.m.

Men's Swimming and Diving
Upcoming matches: The men's team travels to King’s Point, New York for a multi-team meet
on December 9 at 5 p.ra.

Women’s Swimming and Diving
Upcoming matches: The women’s team will travel to the NJA1AW Championships meet in Trenton
on December 4-5. On the 9th, at 5p.m., the team travels to the United States Merchant Marine
Academy in New York for a swim carnival.
'•’ s
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Wrestling

The MSC wrestling squad opened their season by attending a quad meet at Princeton on November
28. They faced C.W. Post, Kutztown, and Priceton. Sophomore Mike Massefski (142 lbs.) pinned
Kutztown’s Steve Fischer and beat C.W. Post’s Santo FiUmano and Princeton’s Mike Rogers.
Junior Karl Monaco (150-8 lbs) won all three of his matches. Junior Pete Gonzalez (134 lbs)
pinned his Kutztown and Post foes before falling to Princeton’s John Ripley. Sophomore Jim
McKeown pinned his Kutztown opponent in the third period. MSC beat C.W. Post 39-6 but
fell to Kutztown and Princeton with scores of 29-22 and 33-8 respectively. The team’s record is
now 1-2-0. Upcoming matches: December 1, against Rutgers-Newark and Western New England
College (7:30 p.m. H).

M en’s Basketball
The Men’s basketball team suffered two losses in their opening games of the season. On Saturday,
the Indians opened their season against Stockton State College but lost by a score of 90-47. In
the second game, against Kean College, the Indians made a stronger showing but fell to defeat,
85-68. MSC sophomore Mike Scott turned out to be the team’s leading scorer with 40 points
in two games, 32 of which were against Kean. Junior Wilson Rodriquez is the team leader in
three pointers with three long range baskets. Sophomore guard Pat Brunner also made a good
overall performance in the games with three rebounds, four baskets and four free throws. Upcoming
games: Saturday, Ramapo, 8:00 (H).

DIAL CLASSIC SET TO GO—(from I. to r.): asst, coach
Stephanie Burt, Nancy Phillips, Head Coach Jill Jeffrey, Sue
Ehrmann, asst, coach Rich Nocero.

Indians s e t sigh ts
on D iai C la ssic title
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor______________
MSC will host its ninth an
nual D ial Soap Basketball
Classic tournament for women
on Dec 4-5 when Buffalo State
University, Muskingum College
and Upsala College hit the
hardwood at Panzer Gym.
Tip-off is at 6 p.m. on Friday,
Dec. 4, with Buffalo State
against Muskingum, followed
by Upsala vs. the Indians at 8
p.m. S aturday’s consolation
game begins at 2 p.m., with the
“Classic confrontation” cham
pionship game at 4 p.m. An
awards ceremony will follow.
The Dial Soap Classics, and
annual event which began at
MSC in 1979, have given wom
en ’s collegiate basketball a
boost by not only underwriting
the tournament, but also by
tying the tournaments together
under a nationallly recognized
program.
This year, 32 college teams
will compete in eight Dial Soap
Classic tournaments across the
country, with NCAA Divisions
I and III represented. MSC is
the only Division III school to
host a Dial Classic.
Admission is $2 for adults,
and $ 1 for children and students
with college identification. Free
admission will be offered to all
those attending Carol Blazejowski’s clinic on Saturday at
10:30 a.m. in the Panzer Gym.
The Indians will be led by
aggressive senior forw ard
Nancy Phillips (20.5 points per

game, 5.8 rebounds per game),
who has an excellent jump shot
inside the point.
Senior center and last year’s
Dial Soap Classics’ Most Val
uable Player, Sue Ehrmann (5
ppg, 4 rpg), and junior guard
Sue Becker (6.3 ppg, 8.3 assists
per game) will bolster team
efforts.
The Lady Bengals of Buffalo
State posted a 14-11 record last
season. Head Coach Gail F.
Maloney hopes for a victorious
season sparked by senior Patri
cia Staple (12.4 ppg, 6.2 rpg).
Adding fire to the team’s per
formance are Julie Meyers (10.8
ppg, 6.8 rpg), Joy Harper (9.8
ppg, 1.5 rpg) and Bridget How
ard (11.5 ppg, 8.0 rpg).
The Lady Muskies of Muskingham College are led by
junior guard Kathy Lee (16.4
ppg, 4.7 rpg), who was on the
second team All-Ohio Athletic
Conference. Last year, the Lady
Muskies were 13-13 overall and
6-10 in the OAC, placing sixth.
Bolstering the squad’s efforts
will be Dee Ann Mell (10.3 ppg,
2.0 rpg), Vicki Cox (7.3 ppg. 5.7
rpg), Jody Kerns (3.8 ppg, 3.1
rpg), and Beth Landis (2.4 ppg,
2.4 rpg).
At Upsala, the Lady Vikings’
Head Coach, Barry Wolfson, is
relying heavily upon new re
cruits this year. Last year, they
finished 6-20 in the midst of a
rebuilding year. Leading the
team is senior Stephanie Carson
(24.1 ppg) who finished fourth
nationally among Division III
cont. on p. 22

